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Die Arbeit befaÿt sih mit der Beshreibung der linearen optishen Eigen-
shaften von heterogenen absorbierenden Materialien, insbesondere von
Clustermaterialien. Das Ziel der Arbeit besteht in der Ausarbeitung einer
analytishen Methode zur Berehnung des optishen Verlustes (Extinktion)
des heterogenen Materials. Die präsentierte Methode basiert auf der klas-
sishen Beshreibung der Liht-Materie-Wehselwirkung mit Hilfe dielek-
trisher Funktionen.
Das Modell berüksihtigt eine möglihe Absorption in der Einbettmatrix,
Mehrfahstreungseekte in Systemen mit dihtgepakten Clustern und die
Clusterstatistik.
Um die Absorption in der Einbettmatrix beshreiben zu können, wird
die Mie-Theorie der Lihtstreuung an einem sphärishen Teilhen in einer
nihtabsorbierenden Umgebung erweitert. Die Clusterstatistik wird dadurh
berüksihtigt, daÿ die optishen Eigenshaften eines makroskopi-shen
Clustersystems als eine Mittelung der Eigenshaften kleinerer Clusterag-
gregate berehnet werden. Die zur Berehnung verwendeten Clusterag-
gregate, deren statistishe Eigenshaften der Probenherstellungsme-thode
entsprehen, werden mit Hilfe von Monte-Carlo-Simulation des Clusterwah-
stums auf Oberähen generiert.
Nah einer Beshreibung des theoretishen Apparats werden numerishe
Beispiele dargestellt, die die Anwendung der Methode demonstrieren.
Die Extinktion von Eisenlustern in Fulleritmatrix wird in der Einzel-
teilhennäherung berehnet und mit experimentellen Daten verglihen.
Die Extinktionskoezienten von Silberlustern in zwei molekularen Ma-
trizen werden mit der Berüksihtigung der Clusterstatistik und Mehrfah-
streungseekten berehnet. Der Vergleih mit den experimentellen Werten
läÿt auf den Einuÿ der betrahteten Eekte auf harakteristishe Merkmale
in den Spektren von makroskopishen Clustersystemen shliÿen.
Shlagwörter
luster matter, embedded lusters, extintion, absorption, sattering, light
sattering, multiple sattering, absorbing host, luster aggregates, extintion
spetrum, Monte-Carlo simulation of luster growth.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
One of the main interests in dealing with hetero-
Bulk
atoms
Clusters
Figure 1.1: Two ways leading to
luster matter: nuleation or leavage
of marosopi material (after [10℄).
geneous materials is a possibility to obtain new
features in the optis via ombining the ompo-
nents dierent in the optial sense. A harateri-
sti size of the inhomogeneities in the system is
assumed to be of the order of or less than the
wavelength of light, so the present work stands
apart from the geometri optis methodology. If,
on the other hand, the size of inhomogeneities to-
gether with the distanes between them are very
small, the light sees only an optially homoge-
neous medium, where the refrated wave is a re-
sult of the superposition of the inident wave and
of the waves reemitted by the elementar satter-
ers (atoms, moleules, small groups of them)  as
stated by the Ewald-Oseen theorem [1℄. Heteroge-
neous systems often show interesting optial phe-
nomena that do not our in related homogeneous
systems  one of the main reasons for attention of
sientists during the past entury [210℄.
The objet of onsideration of the present work,
however, is not heterogeneous materials in general,
rather a speial type of them: luster matter. The
word luster is used here to dene a more or less
losely paked olletion of atoms with an arbi-
trary strutural arrangement. As mentioned be-
fore the size of lusters treated in this work is of
the order of or less than a light wavelength. The lusters are the intermediate form of
matter  their plae is somewhere between the single atoms or moleules on one side,
and the bulk materials on the other. Correspondingly, they may be obtained starting
from both sides: nuleation and ondensation on one hand, and grinding, leavage, pul-
verization et. on the other, as shown in Figure 1.1. Clusters are essentially quantum
objets and omplete understanding of their optial properties is only possible with the
help of quantum theory, nevertheless, great suess in this eld was ahieved sine the
beginning of the entury [4℄ within the framework of the lassial eletrodynamis and
linear optis, and the present work will also keep within these restritions to ll some
spaes in the optis of luster matter.
Cluster form of matter may be realized if one of the omponents is embedded in the
form of more or less isolated regions (lusters) into the other omponent (matrix, also
referred to as host medium). The optial properties of the lusters-matrix omposite
9
10 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
depend on various fators, rst of all, on the optial properties of the omponents in
bulk, the other fators may be ounted as the luster matter peuliarities, i.e. eets
aused by a small luster size (a good review on the luster size eets and the existing
theories an be found in [10℄, for example). These luster fators are the additional
ontrol parameters that may lead to obtaining the wanted optial behavior, on the other
hand they make it diult to desribe the optis of a omposite with the help of simple
models.
 First, the dieletri response funtion of lusters may dier signiantly from its
bulk value. The dieletri funtion desribes an averaged response of the eletron system
of the material and its onept for homogeneous bulk materials is more or less worked
out. Obviously, being a marosopi quantity, it annot be well-dened for a luster
that onsists of several atoms. For lusters it is rather a parameter that allows treating
of luster optis within the lassial eletromagneti theory. So, with dereasing size of
the lusters the hanges in the existing eletron levels (transition from the ontinuous
spetrum of the solid to the disrete spetrum of a single atom), and possible appearing
of new eletron levels (surfae states) lead to hanges in the dieletri funtion, i.e. to
desribe the spetra orretly, the dieletri funtion has to be varied with the size.
These eets are only seen (but do not prevail) in spetra of very small lusters (with
a diameter less than 10 nm [9℄), what makes it possible to use the bulk value of the
dieletri funtion if onsidering larger lusters.
 Seond, from an enhaned interfae-to-volume relation in omparison to usual ho-
mogeneous bulk matter one may expet an enhaned observation probability of various
interfae eets in the optial spetra, whih makes the luster materials the objet
of intensive investigation in present time. The most prominent example is a surfae
plasmon resonane in metal lusters [4℄. Free eletrons bound in the luster volume
perform olletive osillations giving rise to a harge wave on the luster surfae with
resonanes at some frequenies. For metal lusters this resonane is a well-observable
feature in the optial spetrum and leads to a oloring of the sample with the embedded
lusters (It was the red oloring of gold olloids that stimulated theoretial investiga-
tions of lusters at the end of the 19th / beginning of the 20th entury [4℄). Suh a
resonant exitation leads also to a strong enhanement of the eletromagneti elds in
the viinity of the interfae and orrespondingly to an enhaned probability for various
non-linear and multi-photon proesses, whih nds numerous appliations, suh as Sur-
fae Enhaned Raman Sattering (SERS) and Seond Harmonis Generation (SHG). If
onsidering dieletri lusters, where no free eletrons are present, vibrational surfae
modes an be observed.
Keeping within the lassial eletromagneti theory one should be prepared to the
fat, that some eets in spetra of nano-sized objets annot be explained. The way the
optis of lusters prefers is quite simple in this onern: spetra are rst analyzed using
the lassial approah. Some eets (also quantum-mehanial) appearing in spetra
of very small lusters may be desribed introduing various orretions into the bulk
dieletri funtion: the limitation of the eletron mean free path in the small-sized
partile, the dynami and stati harge transfers through the luster-matrix interfae
have been suessfully treated in this way [11℄. If, however, some eets annot be
treated in this way, the quantum mehanis omes onto the foreground.
If a luster system (usually ontaining a very large number of partiles) is introdued
in the way of a plane monohromati inident wave, the outgoing wave being registered
by a detetor, then, a dierene in the energies measured by the detetor with and
11
without lusters in the light way is understood as the extintion of the luster system.
In Figure 1.2 a prinipal sheme of the extintion experiment is shown. If the matrix
is non-absorbing, the light is attenuated on its way to the detetor through interations
with atoms and moleules of the lusters. After the atom is exited by the inident
wave, a part of the light is reemitted in all diretions  sattered (here only elasti
sattering is onsidered, i.e. the frequeny of the reemitted light is the same as of the
inident light), and another part is onverted to other form of energy (heat, for example)
 absorbed. The superposition of elementar sattered waves gives rise to a marosopi
sattered wave eld in the matrix and to the refrated wave within the lusters. The
sattered wave that propagates in all diretions exept in the forward an be shielded
from the detetor with the help of a simple blend with a hole (Figure 1.2). In this way
the transmitted light is an interferene wave eld of the inident wave and of the waves
sattered in the forward diretion on the detetor surfae. From the other point of view,
if only a very small part of all the sattered light is direted exatly forward one an
neglet it, and the energy that omes to the detetor is the energy of the inident wave
minus all the energy absorbed and sattered in all diretions.
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Figure 1.2: The prinipal sheme of the extintion measurement.
Although it is possible to prepare a sample with a single luster embedded in a ma-
trix, very often the experimental system ontains billions of lusters. The understanding
of the properties of the basi objet  a single luster in the matrix, is neessary, but
then a role of olletive eets in a luster assembly should be laried. This is a part
of the strategy whih is followed in this work.
An extintion problem may be formulated as follows: rst a sattering problem is
to be solved  given an inident eld the total eld in the whole spae is to be found;
seond, the amount of energy absorbed and sattered by the partile (the word partile
is used in the present work as synonym of the word luster), and the energy losses in
the transmitted light aused by the partile (or by a olletion of partiles) are to be
alulated. Solving the sattering problem is probably the most mathematially diult
part, nevertheless, the transition to the extintion by the partile when the solution of
the sattering problem is already known may appear to be more problemati in the
understanding and interpretation.
In Figure 1.3 some luster matter types often dealt with in the optial experiments
are presented. It is somehow obvious that one would not look for a universal analytial
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desription of these luster systems dierent in its physial nature, rather one hooses
for a denite experimental system a model, that is lose to the reality, and studying the
optis of the model system it may be possible to predit or to explain some eets ob-
served in the experiment. There are no all-in-one models and theories for the analysis
of the luster optial properties up to now, and there will be probably no suh models in
the next future. To illustrate this fat it is suient to reall that the solution of the light
sattering problem an be derived from the Maxwell's equation system for eletromag-
neti elds with the usual boundary onditions set up on the luster-matrix interfae.
The lassial method of solution of the wave equation is a separation of variables, whih
an only be applied if the oordinate system is hosen so that its oordinate surfaes
oinide with the luster boundaries. For every shape a speial oordinate system is
to be used. So, up to now the exat solution has been found only for a small number
of luster shapes: spheres (Mie theory [4℄), ylinders [9, 12, 13℄, ellipsoids (in the ele-
trostati limit by Gans [14℄ and exat solution in spheroidal oordinates by Asano [15℄,
see also [16℄) and ubes [17℄. Sine rst formulated, the theories have been many times
rederived and reformulated by various authors. Solutions for some luster shapes exist
up to now only in the eletrostati limit, i.e. for a partile plaed in an spaially uni-
form external eletri eld. It is obvious that lusters of a simple shape are rather the
exeption in nature, than a rule; while approximating irregularly shaped partiles with
the spheres, ellipsoids et., one has to keep in mind that these exat solutions are exat
only in a mathematial sense and not in the physial. Besides a variety of shape eets
in real lusters one has to deal with some other ompliations generously provided by
nature: inhomogeneity of lusters may be taken into aount by solving the sattering
problem for a oated sphere [18℄ or using the eetive medium theory [3,5℄ to obtain the
dieletri funtion of lusters, sattering by a harged sphere was onsidered in [19℄ and
the optial ativity of lusters was treated in [20℄. Optial properties of lusters on a
substrate were onsidered based on the eletrostati mirror image method [21℄, whih
was further extended to inlude the interation (multipole-multipole luster-luster and
luster-substrate interations exited by the averaged eletri eld) between the ellip-
soidal partiles on a substrate [22, 23℄ and used to investigate the importane of the
substrate eets in spetra of island lms on support [24℄. Going step by step a major-
ity of the possible ombinations of the above listed luster shapes and internal (i.e. not
onneted with luster size or shape, but with the optial properties of luster materials)
optial features was tried and found the onsideration it deserved. So, already if onsid-
ering the properties of the single luster only, a large olletion of mathematial models
tries to onquer the eld and often it must be deided whih of them is most relevant
to the experimental system. Of ourse there are some numerial methods that ould
treat also rather omplex systems [25℄, but they are usually onneted with the need
for exessive omputer time or power even for simple ases, so the analytial approah
is neessary in any ase.
Conerning the extintion problem, unproportionally muh attention has been paid
to the properties of the partile itself and not to the properties of the embedding medium.
Non-absorbing embedding host was the most often used assumption, sometimes this
assumption was used in the alulations by default, i.e. without expliitly treating
the optial behavior of the matrix in the whole spetral region where the analysis was
performed. In the reent time metal lusters embedded in organi matries are getting
growing interest as the objet of investigations. Naturally, the extended -eletron
systems in the moleules of organi materials may lead to signiant absorption of the
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Figure 1.3: Manifold of luster matter.
impinging light in the moleules, so this type of embedding medium is a priori absorbing
in the visual region. This work onentrates on the inuene of the properties of the
host (whih is not assumed to be non-absorbing) on the extintion spetrum of the
whole system. The basi idea whih will be disussed below is valid for partiles of
arbitrary shape and omposition, nevertheless, the simplest model for the luster is
used to obtain the expliit expressions for the values of interest: spherial isotropi,
homogeneous partile.
As a starting point the lassial Mie theory of light sattering by a sphere [4℄ is
used, and basi ideas and a brief derivation for non-absorbing embedding media are
given rst. A transition to the absorbing embedding media is made via introduing the
omplex wave vetor in the matrix and a loal extintion onept [26℄. The expliit
expressions for the optial extintion and sattering rates are derived. The loal ex-
tintion determines the rate of the energy absorption in the partile volume plus the
sattering rate from the luster-matrix interfae referred on the matrix bakground, i.e.
the orresponding absorption rate in the same volume lled with a matrix material is
subtrated. One of main diulties when dealing with the extintion problems is set-
ting up a onnetion between the mirosopi extintion ross-setion or extintion rate
of a single partile and the marosopially observed optial transmission, sattering,
reetion and absorption of the whole sample that ontains billions of lusters. The
loal extintion onept allows under some onditions mentioned below to introdue a
marosopi extintion oeient of the whole system (of lusters and matrix), that an
be ompared with the experimental data.
The next step is a transition from the single partile approximation to the many-
partile problem. Keeping in mind that a marosopi sample usually onsists of a very
large number of lusters, it must be laried, whih eet on the optial spetrum the
olletive properties of the lusters in the system have. The solution to this problem
exists for non-absorbing hosts and the next logial step is onsideration of the absorbing
embedding medium and many-partile eets together [27℄.
The main dierene between dealing with an assembly of lusters and the single-
luster approah is taking into aount the eets of multiple sattering. The eletro-
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magneti elds sattered by the neighboring partiles an strongly aet the optial
response of every luster in the assembly, so the lusters are supposed to be in a self-
onsistent eld, that is omposed from the external inident wave and of sattered waves.
The Generalized Mie Theory (GMT) for the aggregates of spherial partiles formulated
by Gerardy and Ausloos [28℄ results in a statement that the eets of eletromagneti
interation between the lusters must be taken into aount if the average distane be-
tween the lusters is less than ve times the luster radius. It an be easily estimated,
that luster systems, whih have a luster volume lling fator larger than 4 %, should
show these eets. The main diulty appearing in GMT is nding the sattered eld,
and apparently the solution given in [28℄ an be extended to nd the sattered eld
in the ase of absorbing surroundings , what is made in this work, and following the
approah developed for the problem of a single luster in absorbing media [26℄ (loal
extintion) the marosopi extintion oeient of a omposite medium, analogous to
the single-partile ase, is introdued [27℄.
A statistial distribution of the lusters with respet to size, arrangement, shape,
and orientation may signiantly aet the resulting optial behavior of the system, but
is usually not taken into aount. This is learly a rude simpliation of the problem,
beause the statistial distribution of the lusters is expeted to result in inhomoge-
neous broadening of the plasmon absorption lines. Reently it ould be demonstrated,
that negleting the eets of inhomogeneous plasmon line broadening may seriously af-
fet the auray of the determination of the plasmon dephasing time by time-resolved
measurements [29℄.
The most often used models when dealing with random heterogeneous systems are
the eetive medium approahes [3, 5℄. These methods are based on a single-site ap-
proximation and neglet orrelation between polarization elds. They annot desribe
systems with larger lusters, with non-randomly distributed inhomogeneities or, in gen-
eral, with strongly sattering partiles. A good review on statistial luster systems,
eetive medium models and their assumptions may be found in [10, 30℄. The present
work stays apart from these models and uses some of them for the sake of omparison
only.
Obviously, the properties of the whole system will depend on those of its individual
members. Considering the statistial properties of individual partiles, most eorts have
been made within the model of randomly oriented homogeneous ellipsoids [15, 31, 32℄,
or inhomogeneous spheroids [33℄, where the spetra were averaged over the spei dis-
tributions of axis relations, sizes and orientations of individual partiles. If trying to
desribe the whole sample suh an averaging is equivalent to the averaging of intensities
of light sattered by eah partile, whih orresponds to the inoherent sattering. The
solution of the extintion problem may then be derived onsidering only one partile
with averaged size, shape and orientation. On the ontrary, the oherent sattering by
these partiles (leading to the marosopi refration and reetion phenomena [34℄)
and the dependene on the topologial properties of the system an only be desribed
on the basis of the onsistent solution of wave equations for the eletromagneti elds
and the averaging of the wave amplitudes rather than their intensities. The proedure
must learly involve not only size, shape and orientation averaging but also positional
or topologial averaging. It is no more trivial to onlude whih average system would
orrespond to the whole sample. Probably the rst attempt to provide a solution to
the problem was made in [6℄, where a theory of sattering of salar waves by randomly
distributed point satterers was formulated with taking into aount the eets of mul-
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tiple sattering. The statistial theory of the optial response of randomly distributed
partiles on a substrate (in eletrostati approximation) was formulated in [35, 36℄ in
terms of the auto-orrelation funtion, whih may in priniple be determined from exper-
imental data. Up to now, probably, the most elegant onsideration of the problem was
given in [37℄, where an eetive dieletri funtion of the omposite medium was derived
using the model of the average medium with slightly varying elds to nd the distribu-
tion funtion of the elds (only dipole-dipole interations were taken into aount, the
embedding medium non-absorbing). This theory is appliable if no anisotropi short-
range order exists in the system and the lling fator is muh lower than needed for a
perolation threshold.
In the present work the statistis of lusters is onsidered quantitatively based on the
aggregate alulations. In [38,39℄ the rst quantitative omparison of the GMT approah
with an experiment was given. The topology of aggregates was determined from TEM
mirographs and used as input parameter for the GMT alulation. Like there, in the
present work the optial properties of a marosopi luster system are simulated in terms
of the average optial response of the dierent assemblies of spherial partiles, where the
eets of luster size are onsidered together with the eletromagneti oupling between
the lusters. Additionally, possible absorption in the host matrix is taken into aount.
The main aent is given to the question how the statistial distributions of luster sizes
and positions aet the plasmon line width and frequeny. The averaging is performed
rst by the onsideration of an assembly of lusters where the lusters sizes and positions
are statistially distributed in agreement with the sample prodution proedure (self-
averaging of the eletromagneti eld), and then by the averaging over many dierent
assemblies.
Figure 1.4 shows the transmission eletron mirograph (TEM) of a silver-fullerite
(C
60
) omposite. The embedding medium is strongly absorbing in the visual region as
an be seen from Figure A.3 in Appendix A, where the optial onstants of fullerite are
shown. The lling fator of silver in this system is estimated to be about 20 %, so one
may expet drasti eets due to the proesses of multiple sattering in the spetral fea-
tures of the system. At the same time the luster sizes, shapes and the distanes between
them are distributed in agreement with the sample prodution proedure: layer-by-layer
growth through an alternating thermal evaporation of luster and matrix materials (The
luster material is evaporated on a substrate produing lusters whih are statistially
distributed in a layer, then the lusters are over-oated with a layer of the matrix ma-
terial, and so on). So, this experimental system is an example of the objet that should
show all three peuliarities: the inuene of the matrix absorptane, eets of multiple
sattering and the statistial eets as well. The information on the luster statistis
an be obtained from the TEM mirographs as it was done in [38,39℄, but this proess is
rather expensive and an usually provide either a lateral or a ross-setional information
on the sizes and positions for a denite sample. So, to alulate the optial response of
a statistial luster system, one should rst develop a method to model suh a system
numerially or analytially. For these purposes a Monte-Carlo model (see Appendix B)
for the evaporation from a gas phase on a substrate is developed [41℄ to produe planar
luster assemblies that orrespond to layers of the experimental system. Subsequent
alulation of the optial properties are made in terms of the assemblies of spherial
lusters. Although for initial stages of growth lusters may be well approximated by
spheres, for higher mass overages oalesene aggregates (the original lusters ow to-
gether) appear. Contrary to the oalesene, possible oagulation of lusters results in
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the luster assemblies where the original lusters keep their individuality. The oagula-
tion is usually aused by a passivation of the luster surfae and is not onsidered here.
The oalesene aggregates are approximated in this work via ellipsoids. After obtain-
ing the statistial layer of lusters, a transformation of the ellipsoidal partiles to the
assemblies of spherial lusters is made to allow the alulation of the optial properties.
At this stage some information is lost, beause the optial response of an ellipsoid is not
idential with that of the orresponding assembly of spheres, but qualitative features in
the optial spetra related to the eets of statistis an be observed.
Figure 1.4: TEM image of silver lusters in fullerite. The lateral size of the area is appr.
100x100 nm
2
. (after [40℄)
Some numerial examples are presented already in the theoretial part to illustrate
the appliation of the disussed models. Almost no attention is paid there to the fat
whether the system is realisti or only a mathematial onstrution. In ontrast, in
the numerial setion the realisti experimental luster systems are hosen whih are
expeted to be good objets showing the features that ould be desribed within the de-
veloped framework. The optial properties are alulated using some model assumptions
and ompared with the experimental spetra.
First, the extintion oeient of iron lusters in a fullerite matrix is alulated in
a single - luster approximation and ompared with experimental data. This hoie
of the experimental data in this ase is determined by the low lling fator of iron in
the onsidered sample, so that the partiles may be assumed to be separate, and by
the drasti dierene between the optial spetra of the free iron lusters and lusters
embedded in fullerite, so the main features of the method may be disussed.
Then the optial extintion oeients of silver lusters in PTCDI (N,N'-dimethyl-
3,4,9,10-perylenediarboximide) and fullerite matries are alulated in terms of pair
interations, planar luster assemblies and 3D-aggregates and ompared with the ex-
periment. Both omposite materials are of inreasing importane nowadays and the
presented alulations are used to provide an explanation of some features in their spe-
tra.
Chapter 2
Theoretial Approah
2.1 Single-partile Approximation
The lassial Mie theory [4℄ allows to alulate the linear optial response of a single
homogeneous spherial partile embedded in a homogeneous non-absorbing medium.
The eets of absorption in the matrix an signiantly inuene the extintion spetra
of the real system of luster and matrix by hanging not only the matrix properties but
also the optial properties of the embedded partiles. Attempts to generalize the Mie
theory so that it would take into aount the absorption in the matrix have been already
made by various authors [4245℄. In the works of Mundy et al. [42℄ and Chylek [43℄
the optial extintion of the partile was dened analyzing the omponents of the net
energy ow through the surfae of a large integration sphere onentri with the partile
embedded in an absorbing host. An attempt to generalize this method for the integration
sphere of arbitrary size was made by Quinten and Rostalski [44℄. In all these works,
however, the extintion of the partile was a funtion of the size of the integration sphere
whereas a physially meaningful extintion of the partile should depend only on the
partile and the matrix properties. It is not lear also how the partile extintion is
related to what is atually measured in experiments. An alternative approah to this
problem was presented by Bohren and Gilra in [45℄. They have utilized the derivation
of extintion by a single partile in a non-absorbing medium given by van de Hulst [7℄
and extended it to the ase of an absorbing matrix. This derivation onsiders the
hypotheti experimental onguration where the extintion of the partile is dened as
the dierene in the energy reeived by a detetor plaed at a large distane from the
partile with its reeiving area perpendiular to the inident beam in two ases: with
and without the partile interposed between light soure and detetor. The extintion
ross-setion obtained by Bohren and Gilra is a well-dened quantity that depends only
on the partile and the host properties. Nevertheless, in ontrast to a non-absorbing
matrix where it is possible to measure optial properties on large, bulk samples, a
strongly absorbing sample requires its size to be essentially limited in the diretion of
the light propagation. Hene, thin lms with inorporated lusters are the systems we
deal with. In this ase a far-eld approximation used in the derivation of Bohren and
Gilra an not be applied.
In this work the extintion rate of the partile is dened as the rate at whih the
energy is removed loally (i.e. in the partile volume) from the inident beam referred
on the matrix bakground [26℄. All rates of energy losses are alulated via integration
of the appropriate Poynting vetors over the surfae of the partile, and it is one of the
distintions of the present method from the previous works [4245℄, that the integrating
volume for the alulation of the energy losses oinides with the partile itself, whih
removes restritions on the size and the shape of the sample. For thin lms with em-
bedded partiles an eetive extintion oeient of the omposite system is introdued
and is approximated by the sum of extintion oeients of the referene sample (pure
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matrix) and of the embedded lusters.
2.1.1 Extintion by Arbitrary Partile in Non-absorbing Host
Although the variety of luster types implies that there is no universal approah for
desription of their optial behavior, a general approah may be developed for arbitrary
partiles, what provides later a basi methodology for dealing with the extintion of a
onrete luster system.
Consider a single partile of an arbitrary shape embedded in some matrix and illumi-
nated by a plane monohromati wave. Due to the linearity of the Maxwell's equations
the total
1
eletromagneti eld in the matrix may be written as a linear superposition
of the inident and of the sattered wave, that desribes the inuene of the luster
(Figure 2.1)
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In all points of a linear, isotropi, homogeneous medium the elds must satisfy the
vetor wave equations
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Assuming that the sattered eld is known, let us nd rst the extintion rate
by a single partile embedded in a non-absorbing host medium. First, extintion
may be alulated from the energy onservation law following the onept: extin-
tion=absorption+sattering by the partile [4℄, and, seond, it may be onsidered as
the interferene phenomenon on the remote detetor surfae [7℄. In the ase of non-
absorbing embedding media both approahes lead to the same result but in the other
ase whih is mainly onsidered in present work the extintions obtained may be dier-
ent both in physial and in mathematial sense. To explain that the brief derivation of
the extintion rate will be given here for non-absorbing hosts using both approahes and
it will be used further to disuss the dierenes between absorbing and non-absorbing
embedding media.
2.1.1.1 Extintion From Energy Conservation Law.
The Poynting vetors
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Here and after the subsript t is used for total , e - for extintion , a - for absorption , i - for inident
, s - for sattered.
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Figure 2.1: The inident wave exites the eletromagneti eld
~
E
1
;
~
H
1
in the luster. The
presene of the luster in the matrix is desribed via the sattered wave
~
E
s
;
~
H
s
. The total
eld is then a sum of the inident and of the sattered wave.
where Re is the real part and the asterisk denotes the omplex onjugate, give the
orresponding eletromagneti energy ows through the unit area. The net energy ow
through the surfae of a sphere that enloses the partile (Figure 2.1) gives the rate of
energy absorption W
a
in the sphere volume or, in non-absorbing medium in the partile
volume
W
a
=  
I
S
~
S
t

 !
ds; (2.5)
where
 !
ds is in the diretion of an outward normal to the surfae. This expression is
simply a onstatation of the energy onservation law. The energy rate of the sattering
by the partile W
s
is given by
W
s
=
I
S
~
S
s

 !
ds: (2.6)
The extintion rate W
e
is the sum of absorption and sattering rates and is given as
W
e
= W
a
+W
s
; (2.7)
or, having used the fat that for any volume in a non-absorbing medium
I
S
~
S
i

 !
ds = 0; (2.8)
W
e
=  
I
S
~
S
e

 !
ds (2.9)
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with
~
S
e
=
1
2
Re
h
~
E
i

~
H

s
+
~
E
s

~
H

i
i
: (2.10)
If the radius r of the sphere is hosen to be suiently large (kr  1), the sattered
eld an be assumed to be transverse and may be written [46℄ as
~
E
s

exp(ikr)
 ikr
~
XE
i
;
~
H
s

k
!
~e
r

~
E
s
; (2.11)
with
2
~
X  ~e
r
= 0 where
~
X is the vetor sattering amplitude. Here the x-polarized
inident wave is given as
~
E
i
= ~e
x
E
0
e
i(
~
k~r !t)
= ~e
x
E
i
; (2.12)
where E
0
is the amplitude in the enter of the oordinate system and
~
k = (0; 0; k) the
wave vetor in the matrix.
Substituting (2.11) in (2.9) and (2.6) and integrating in parts one gets
W
e
= I
0
4
k
2
Re(
~
X  ~e
x
)
=0
; (2.13)
where I
0
=



~
S
i



is the inident light intensity in the enter of the oordinate system, and
W
s
= I
0
Z
2
0
Z

0
j
~
Xj
2
k
2
sin dd (2.14)
for the sattering rate. Extintion, absorption and sattering ross-setions are dened
as the orresponding energy rates related on the inident light intensity in the enter of
the oordinate system:
C
e
=
W
e
I
0
; C
s
=
W
s
I
0
; C
a
=
W
a
I
0
: (2.15)
The value of the extintion rate (2.13), being the energy absorbed and sattered in all
diretions, paradoxially is a funtion of the light sattering amplitude in the forward
diretion. This fat is known as the optial theorem and may be explained if onsidering
the seond aspet of extintion 
2.1.1.2 Extintion as Interferene on Detetor Surfae.
The energy reeived by the remote detetor per time unit is given by
U =
Z Z
~
S
t
 ~e
z
dxdy (2.16)
with
~
S
t
=
~
S
i
+
~
S
s
+
~
S
e
; (2.17)
2
(~e
x
; ~e
y
; ~e
z
) and (~e
r
; ~e
'
; ~e

) are the orthonormal basis vetors assoiated with the Cartesian (x; y; z)
and with the related spherial polar oordinate (r; '; ) systems.
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where the integrals are taken over the detetor surfae D. Using (2.11) one writes
U = I
0
A(D) + I
0
Z Z
j
~
Xj
2
(kr)
2
os dxdy
+ I
0
Re

Z Z
e
 ik(r z)
ikr
os (~e
x

~
X

)dxdy
 
Z Z
e
ik(r z)
ikr
(~e
x

~
X)dxdy
 
Z Z
e
 ik(r z)
ikr
sin  os(~e
z

~
X

)dxdy

; (2.18)
where A(D) is the area of the detetor surfae. Using the method of stationary phase [47℄
integrals of the form
J =
Z Z
e
ikzf(x;y)
g(x; y)dxdy (2.19)
in the right hand side of (2.18) may be evaluated as
J =
2iz
k
g(0; 0) +O

1
k
2
z
2

; (2.20)
where jkjmax
D
(x
2
+y
2
)=z  4 is required, so that integration inludes a large number
of maxima and minima of the osillatory funtion in the integrand in (2.19). Then,
using (2.20) in (2.18) for kz  1 leads to
U = I
0
"
A(D)  C
e
+
j
~
Xj
2
=0
k
2

(D)
#
; (2.21)
where 
(D) is the solid angle overed by detetor and C
e
=
4
k
2
Re(
~
X  ~e
x
)
=0
is the
extintion ross-setion obtained from the energy onservation law. The energy reeived
by the detetor without a partile U = I
0
A(D) is dereased by the partile as if the
partile would ast a shadow with an area C
e
.
Here the sattered energy reeived by detetor  the third term in the right hand
side of Eq. (2.21)  is assumed to be negligible. However, this may not be the ase if the
partile satters light very strongly in the forward diretion: the measured extintion
will then be smaller than theoretially estimated by (2.13).
2.1.2 Sattering by Spherial Partile in Non-absorbing Embed-
ding Medium: Mie Theory
Here a brief solution of the problem of light sattering by a single sphere in a non-
absorbing surrounding is given.
In a spherial oordinate system with the origin in the partile enter the inident
and the sattered waves and the eletromagneti elds in the partile volume an be
expanded in innite series of spherial wave vetor funtions ~m
qp
and ~n
qp
[9℄:
~
E
i
= E
0
1
X
q=1
q
X
p= q
a
qp
~m
qp1
+ b
qp
~n
qp1
; (2.22)
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~
H
i
= H
0
1
X
q=1
q
X
p= q
b
qp
~m
qp1
+ a
qp
~n
qp1
; (2.23)
~
E
s
= E
0
1
X
q=1
q
X
p= q

qp
~m
qp3
+ d
qp
~n
qp3
; (2.24)
~
H
s
= H
0
1
X
q=1
q
X
p= q
d
qp
~m
qp3
+ 
qp
~n
qp3
; (2.25)
where E
0
is the amplitude of eletri eld of the inident wave in the enter of the
oordinate system. k =
!

n
m
for a matrix with the index of refration n
m
. The relation
H
0
=
k
i!
E
0
holds between the amplitudes in (2.22)-(2.25). The subsripts 1 or 3
determine, whih spherial Bessel funtions [48℄ j
q
or h
(1)
q
should be used in the radial
part of the generating funtion for ~m
qp
and ~n
qp
[28℄ (This hoie depends on the required
behavior of the light eld at zero or at innity):
[q(q + 1)℄
1
2
~m
qp
= ipz
q
()
Y
qp
(; ')
sin 
~e

  z
q
()
Y
qp
(; ')

~e
'
; (2.26)
[q(q + 1)℄
1
2
~n
qp
= q(q + 1)
z
q
()

Y
qp
(; ')~e
r
+
[z
q
()℄
0

Y
qp
(; ')

~e

+ ip
[z
q
()℄
0

Y
qp
(; ')
sin 
~e
'
; (2.27)
where z
q
is j
q
or h
(1)
q
. Y
qp
(; ') are the normalized spherial harmonis and  = kr. The
spherial vetor wave funtions an be generated as
~m
qp
=
~
r (~r
qp
); ~n
qp
=
~
r
~
r (~r
qp
); (2.28)
where 
qp
= z
q
()Y
qp
(; ')[q(q + 1)℄
 
1
2
is the generating funtion. The following prop-
erties allow to use the spherial wave vetor funtions as partial solutions of the wave
equation in spherial oordinates:
~n
qp
=
1
k
~
r ~m
qp
; ~m
qp
=
1
k
~
r ~n
qp
; (2.29)
~
r  ~m
qp
=
~
r  ~n
qp
= 0: (2.30)
It has been shown [49℄ that the system of the spherial wave funtions is orthogonal and
omplete for transverse waves. The expansions for the elds (
~
E
1
;
~
H
1
) in the partile are
not provided here, beause they are used only to formulate the boundary onditions (2.3)
on the partile surfae. Coeients 
qp
and d
qp
satisfying these boundary onditions an
be alulated [4℄ (see also [9℄, p.99) as

qp
=  
q
a
qp
; d
qp
= 
q
b
qp
; (2.31)
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where  
q
and 
q
are magneti and eletrial suseptibilities of the 2
q
-polar order. For
a spherial partile of radius R with refrative index n
p
, embedded in a matrix with
refrative index n
m
, they are dened as

q
=  
 
q
(x) 
0
q
(mx) m 
q
(mx) 
0
q
(x)

q
(x) 
0
q
(mx) m 
q
(mx)
0
q
(x)
; (2.32)
 
q
=  
m 
q
(x) 
0
q
(mx)   
q
(mx) 
0
q
(x)
m
q
(x) 
0
q
(mx)   
q
(mx)
0
q
(x)
; (2.33)
where  
q
(x) = xj
q
(x) and 
q
(x) = xh
(1)
q
(x) are Riatti-Bessel funtions [48℄, the prime
stands for a derivative with respet to the argument, m = n
p
=n
m
is the omplex relative
index of refration of the partile material, and x = kR is the size parameter in the
matrix. It is assumed that the magneti permeabilities of the partile and of the medium
are equal to the permeability of vauum.
The sattered eletromagneti eld in the matrix is found. As in Se. 2.1.1 the
extintion, absorption and sattering rates may be alulated integrating the orre-
sponding Poynting vetors over the surfae of the imaginary sphere. For large radius
of the sphere the ommon far-eld approximation is possible, i.e.   1 in the Bessel
funtions in (2.26) and (2.27). Nevertheless, due to the orthogonality of the spherial
wave vetor funtions a more preferable exat integration may be performed:
I
S
[~m
qp1
 ~n

lm1
℄ 
 !
ds =
 
q
() 
0
q
()
jj
2
Æ
ql
Æ
pm
; (2.34)
I
S
[~m
qp3
 ~n

lm1
℄ 
 !
ds =

q
() 
0
q
()
jj
2
Æ
ql
Æ
pm
; (2.35)
I
S
[~m
qp1
 ~m

lm1
℄ 
 !
ds =
I
S
[~n
qp1
 ~n

lm1
℄ 
 !
ds = 0; (2.36)
where
 !
ds = R sin dd'
~r
r
, Æ
ql
=

1; q = l
0; q 6= l
. It is easy to get similar expressions for
the other vetor produts (~m
qp3
 ~n
lm3
and so on). Then an exat integration of the
orresponding Poynting vetors over the surfae of the imaginary sphere (see Se. 2.1.1)
gives
W
e
=  
I
0
k
2
X
q;p
Re(ja
qp
j
2
 
q
+ jb
qp
j
2

q
) (2.37)
and
W
s
=
I
0
k
2
X
q;p
(ja
qp
j
2
j 
q
j
2
+ jb
qp
j
2
j
q
j
2
); (2.38)
where
P
q;p

P
1
q=1
P
q
p= q
. Up to this moment the type of the inident wave has
not been xed. We shall onsider now the most simple and useful ase of a plane
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monohromati linearly polarized wave (2.12). The expansion oeients for suh an
inident wave an be found by using the orthogonality of the spherial harmonis and
the expansion (10.1.47) in [48℄
a
qp
= i
q+1
[(2q + 1)℄
1
2
Æ
p;1
; b
qp
= pa
qp
; (2.39)
and, orrespondingly
W
e
=  I
0
2
k
2
1
X
q=1
(2q + 1) ( 
q
+
q
) ; (2.40)
W
s
= I
0
2
k
2
1
X
q=1
(2q + 1)
 
j 
q
j
2
+ j
q
j
2

: (2.41)
The suseptibilities  
q
and 
q
derease very drastially with q. The limit up to whih
the series (2.40) and (2.41) should be alulated is size-parameter dependent. In the very
often used dipole approximation only the term with 
1
is onsidered. This implies that
higher multipoles are diult to exite in suiently small partiles by plane inident
wave.
The resonant exitations in the optial spetrum of the partile are onneted with
the minima in the denominators of the expressions (2.32) and (2.33). Eah of the
sattering oeients  
q
and 
q
orresponds to the so-alled normal eletromagneti
modes of the sattered eld [51℄. The sattered eld is of the eletri type if 
q
is
dominant (the mode is also alled transverse magneti mode, 
1
orresponds to the
point dipole radiation) or of the magneti type if  
q
dominant (transverse eletri mode).
Usually, it is a superposition of both types.
Figure 2.2 shows the extintion properties of a spherial silver partile in terms of the
extintion Q
e
=
C
e
R
2
, absorption Q
a
=
C
a
R
2
and sattering Q
s
=
C
s
R
2
eieny fators.
The plasmon resonane is learly seen at appr. 390 nm with the extintion eieny
of about 7. This example demonstrates that C
e
is not related trivially to the geomet-
ri ross-setion of the partile: lusters an absorb and satter muh more (or muh
less) energy than would ow through its geometri prole. The eieny fators, often
ompared with experimental data, are however not observable, they give the spetral
features of one single partile only. One needs to take are of possible olletive eets
(multiple sattering, oherent sattering), whih may hange the spetrum of the whole
sample drastially.
2.1.3 Absorbing Embedding Medium
3
Let us onsider a single partile, embedded in an absorbing lm. The inident light
will be attenuated rst by reetion and sattering on the sample surfae, then due to
the absorption in the matrix, the absorption in the partile and the sattering from the
interfae partile-matrix (Figure 2.3). The inident light beam is assumed to be already
in the matrix. Thus one omits all energy losses aused by the sattering on the two
surfaes of the sample and neglets an interation of the partile with the bak reeted
light beams, whih is signiant in the ase of high-reeting thin lms [52, 53℄. The
3
A part of the theoretial results presented in this setion was originally published in [26℄.
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Figure 2.2: Extintion, absorption and sattering eienies of a silver sphere with a diameter
of 80 nm in vauum. The absorption oeient of bulk silver is shown for omparison.
eets of the interation of the seondary beams with the partile may be suppressed in
the ase of a strongly absorbing matrix. We assume the inident wave in the matrix to
be transversal, also we do not onsider the possibility of optial exitation of longitudinal
polarization waves both in the partile and in the matrix.
The inident wave is attenuated already in the matrix, what is desribed by the
omplex wave vetor of the eletromagneti eld.
2.1.3.1 Remote Extintion Conept
In [45℄ it was shown that if the extintion ross-setion is interpreted as the redution
in area of a detetor beause of the presene of a partile, then the same arguments as
in Se. 2.1.1.2 but for omplex
~
k = (0; 0; k) lead to the optial theorem for a partile in
an absorbing medium formally similar to that for a non-absorbing medium (2.13). The
extintion ross-setion is given then as
C
e
= 4Re
(
~
X  ~e
x
)
=0
k
2
; (2.42)
and is normalized on the inident light intensity at the detetor. The detetor must be in
the far-eld region but also in the matrix. If the host medium has a strong absorptane
it is not possible due to the limited matrix size in the diretion of the light propagation.
2.1.3.2 Loal Extintion Conept
In ontrast to [45℄ we dene here W
e
as a dierene of the absorption and sattering in
the volume of the partile ompared to the absorption W
i
in the same volume lled with
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Figure 2.3: Proesses that remove energy from transmitted light.
the matrix substane
W
e
= W
a
+W
s
 W
i
: (2.43)
The expression (2.43) is similar to Eq. (13) in [42℄, but here we use it to dene the
extintion rate of the partile subsystem only. It is obvious that W
e
is not harateristi
for the partile only, but also for the matrix. So it an be in some ases negative, for
example for voids or dieletri partiles in an absorbing host (see example below), but
the total extintion rate of the system partile+matrix W
a
+W
s
is always non-negative
(naturally, if no light soures are present in the sample). One an get W
a
by alulating
W
i
and W
s
and using Eq. (2.43). Expressions (2.22)-(2.25) for a non-absorbing host
are formally idential to those for an absorbing matrix. In ontrast to the expliitly
introdued radial dependene of the expansion oeients in [44℄, the attenuation of
waves aused by absorption in the matrix is ompletely desribed by using the omplex
variable  = kr in (2.26) and (2.27).
Now substituting (2.5), (2.6) and W
i
=  
H
S
~
S
i

 !
ds in Eq. (2.43) gives Eq. (2.9).
Integrating over the surfae of the partile (in ontrast to Se. 2.1.1.1 where S was the
surfae of the tive sphere) one obtains
W
s
=
I
0
jkj
2
X
q;p
 
ja
qp
j
2
j 
q
j
2
+ jb
qp
j
2
j
q
j
2

Im
 
 
q
()
0
q
()

 
Im(k)
Re(k)
 
ja
qp
j
2
j 
q
j
2
  jb
qp
j
2
j
q
j
2

Re
 
 
q
()
0
q
()


; (2.44)
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W
e
=
I
0
jkj
2
X
q;p

Re
 
ja
qp
j
2
 
q
+ jb
qp
j
2

q

Im
 

q
() 
0
q
()  
0
q
() 

q
()

+ Im(ja
qp
j
2
 
q
+ jb
qp
j
2

q
)Re
 

q
() 
0
q
()  
0
q
() 

q
()

 
Im(k)
Re(k)
Re(ja
qp
j
2
 
q
  jb
qp
j
2

q
)Re
 

q
() 
0
q
() + 
0
q
() 

q
()

+
Im(k)
Re(k)
Im(ja
qp
j
2
 
q
  jb
qp
j
2

q
)Im
 

q
() 
0
q
() + 
0
q
() 

q
()


; (2.45)
where I
0
is the intensity of the inident light in the enter of the oordinate system
and  = kR on the partile surfae.
If the extintion ross-setion C
e
is dened as in (2.15), it does not depend on the
partile position in the sample.
The expressions (2.40) and (2.41) follow by setting Im(k) = 0, and using properties
of the Riatti-Bessel funtions of a real argument [48℄.
Using (2.39) one obtains for a plane monohromati inident wave
W
s
= I
0
2
jkj
2
1
X
q=1
(2q + 1)
 
j 
q
j
2
+ j
q
j
2

Im
 
 
q
()
0
q
()

 
Im(k)
Re(k)
 
j 
q
j
2
  j
q
j
2

Re
 
 
q
()
0
q
()


; (2.46)
W
e
= I
0
2
jkj
2
1
X
q=1
(2q + 1)

Re ( 
q
+
q
) Im
 

q
() 
0
q
()  
0
q
() 

q
()

+ Im( 
q
+
q
)Re
 

q
() 
0
q
()  
0
q
() 

q
()

 
Im(k)
Re(k)
Re( 
q
 
q
)Re
 

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The expression for W
i
an be obtained from Eq. (2.46) omparing Eqs. (2.22)-(2.23)
with (2.24)-(2.25)  by hanging the sign (the inident wave pumps the energy into the
partile volume), setting  
q
= 
q
= 1 and exhanging 
q
!  
q
and 
0
q
!  
0
q
:
W
i
= I
0
4
jkj
2
1
X
q=1
(2q + 1)Im
 
 
q
() 
0
q
()

: (2.48)
In the numerial alulation the spherial Bessel funtions of a omplex argument made
almost no diulties using the algorithms desribed in [54, 55℄ and [56℄.
Figure 2.4 shows the extintion and sattering ross-setions of a spherial void
embedded in a silver matrix. The absorption of silver is imprinted in the spetrum  the
absorption of vauum relative to silver is negative. The sattering is positive and the
extintion is positive between 350 nm and 450 nm. That means that the extintion of
the whole sample must be larger between 350 nm and 450 nm and smaller in the other
region than the absorption of the pure silver matrix.
The derivation of the observable extintion given by Bohren and Gilra [45℄ an not
be applied to a thin absorbing lm with embedded partiles beause it requires the
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Figure 2.4: Extintion and sattering ross-setions of a spherial void with a diameter of 40
nm in silver matrix.
sattered elds outside the lm to be known. The expression for the extintion rate
obtained in this setion gives the rate at whih the energy is removed from the inident
beam in the volume of the partile. The relation of this onept of a loal extintion to
the observed physial quantities must be explained further.
2.1.4 Eletrostati Approximation
If the diameter of lusters is small ompared to the light wavelength an eletrostati
approximation is widely used. To hek, whether it may also be applied in the ase of
an absorbing medium, we have alulated the extintion of iron lusters with a diameter
of 2 nm embedded in a fullerite matrix using the model presented here and the expression
for the partile extintion ross-setion C
stat
e
in the eletrostati approximation
C
stat
e
= 4R
3
Re(k) Im


p
  
m

p
+ 2
m

; (2.49)
where the omplex dieletri funtions of lusters 
p
(Fe) and of the matrix 
m
(C
60
)
are used as suggested in [57℄. Eq. (2.49) diers from the usual expression for luster
extintion in the eletrostati approximation (see Chapter 5 in [9℄ for example) only in
using the real part of the omplex wave number k in the matrix. A omparison of the
extintion (NC
e
, where the number density N orresponds to the volume lling fator
of iron of about 5 %) oeient spetra alulated using (2.47) and (2.49) respetively is
presented in Figure 2.5. A great divergene is seen only at higher energies, what makes
the using of (2.49) justied for at least a qualitative desription of luster extintion
spetra at low frequenies (high wavelength).
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Figure 2.5: Extintion oeient (NC
e
) of iron lusters with a diameter of 2 nm in a fullerite
matrix alulated using the present model and the eletrostati approximation (2.49). The
volume lling fator of iron is set to 5 %.
2.1.5 Extintion by Colletion of Clusters
Let us onsider a lm made from a homogeneous absorbing substane with embedded
spherial partiles. The partiles are assumed to be uniformly distributed over the lm
volume with the number density N . All energy losses due to the reetion on the lm
surfaes and multiple sattering are negleted. So the transmitted light is dened as a
plane wave in the forward diretion whose amplitude is attenuated both by absorption
in the matrix and by removing the energy via absorption and sattering by the partiles
(Figure 2.6).
Let the inident wave with intensity I propagate in z diretion. Considering a
dierential layer makes the energy loally removed from the inident beam by partiles
IC
e
Ndz per unit lateral area additive with the absorption of the pure matrix I
0
dz,
where 
0
is the absorption oeient of the pure matrix:
dI =  I
0
dz   IC
e
Ndz; (2.50)
whih gives after an integration over the lm thikness
I
out
= I
in
exp ( d) ; (2.51)
where I
out
is the intensity of the transmitted light and I
in
the intensity of the inident
light entering the lm. d is the total lm thikness and  the eetive extintion
oeient of the system matrix+partiles given by
 = 
0
+NC
e
: (2.52)
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A onsideration of a plane transmitted wave in the layer-after-layer manner requires
a large number of lusters in the layer, on the other hand, onsidering this layer as a
dierential one requires dz  1 (D  1 where D is the partile diameter would
sue). So for strong absorbing media, where the intensity of transmitted light an
be drastially attenuated already after passing through a distane less than a partiles
diameter, the exatness of the method presented here is questionable. Nevertheless, the
qualitative desription of the spetral features of the extintion an be obtained, as it
is shown in the numerial examples setion.
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Figure 2.6: Constrution of the transmitted wave in the luster matter.
2.2 Sattering by Assembly of Spheres
Let us onsider an assembly of N spherial partiles embedded in an absorbing matrix.
The total eletromagneti eld in the matrix is a linear superposition of the inident
and the sattered eld (2.1). The inident light is assumed to be already in the matrix.
To nd the sattered elds in the matrix the proedure suggested in [28℄ for the
non-absorbing host matrix is followed. Some expressions ruial for the aggregate al-
ulations given without going in detail an be immediately used by the reader, whose
interest lies in performing suh alulations. As mentioned in [28℄, the solution proe-
dure of the sattering problem will not hange if one extends the same approah on an
absorbing host.
2.2.1 Solving Sattering Problem
The eletromagneti eld inident on the surfae of every single partile onsists of the
external inident wave and of the waves sattered by the other partiles. Both the
inident and sattered elds and the elds in the partiles are expanded in spherial
oordinates in series of the spherial wave vetor funtions ~m
kl
and ~n
kl
(the denitions
(2.26) and (2.27) are used). The inident eld on the surfae of the i-th partile in (2.22)-
(2.23) onsists of two parts: the external inident eld and the waves sattered by the
other partiles  see Figure 2.7. These sattered waves ontributing to the inident eld
make the dierene ompared with the single-sphere ase. So, we expand the inident
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Figure 2.7: Parti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onsistent eld: linear superposition of the external in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) sattered by all the partiles.
eld in the viinity of the i-th partile as
~
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=
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+
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; (2.53)
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qp
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qp3
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j
qp
~n
j
qp3
)
)
;
(2.54)
where the subsript 0 denes the external inident elds, and ~m
j
qp1;3
; ~n
j
qp1;3
are dened
in the oordinate system of the j-th partile. These expansions are written for every
partile in the spherial oordinate system with the origin at the enter of the partile.
Solving (2.3) on the surfae of every i-th partile requires all eld expansions to be
transformed to the partiles oordinate system (whih is made projeting ~m
j
qp1;3
; ~n
j
qp1;3
onto the omplete orthogonal system ~m
i
qp1
; ~n
i
qp1
) and gives rise to the system of linear
equations for 
i
qp
and d
i
qp
(see Eqs. (2.31)):

i
qp
=  
i
q
(
a
i
0qp
+
X
l;m
X
j 6=i
 

j
lm
=
ij
lmqp
+ d
j
lm
`
ij
lmqp

)
; (2.55)
d
i
qp
= 
i
q
(
b
i
0qp
+
X
l;m
X
j 6=i
 
d
j
lm
=
ij
lmqp
+ 
j
lm
`
ij
lmqp

)
; (2.56)
where the elements of the transformation matries =
ij
lmqp
and `
ij
lmqp
are dened as
=
ij
lmqp
=


~m
i
lm3
j~m
j
qp1

=


~n
i
lm3
j~n
j
qp1

; (2.57)
`
ij
lmqp
=


~m
i
lm3
j~n
j
qp1

=


~n
i
lm3
j~m
j
qp1

: (2.58)
The alulation of the elements of the transformation matries is the main problem
in nding the sattered elds in the matrix. First, the oordinate systems i and
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(Figure 2.8, left part) are transformed to the systems with the ommon z-axis (the
right part) through several rotations whih are dened by the relative oordinates of
the ith frame origin in the jth oordinate system (a
ji
; 
ji
; 
ji
), the orresponding
transformation of ~m
j
qp1;3
; ~n
j
qp1;3
is to be found using the Jereys rotation theorem for
spherial harmonis [58℄. Then the transformation between the vetor funtions dened
in two oordinate systems with the ommon z-axis is performed using the addition
theorem derived in [59℄. The expressions for the matrix elements =
ij
lmqp
and `
ij
lmqp
will
be given below only for readers who may have interest in performing suh aggregate
alulations. The detailed derivation may be found in [28℄ or in [59℄:
=
ij
lmqp
= e
i(m p)
ji
+d
X
t= d
O(q; p; t; 
ji
) O(l; m; t; 
ji
) V
t
l;q
(ka
ji
); (2.59)
`
ij
lmqp
= e
i(m p)
ji
+d
X
t= d
O(q; p; t; 
ji
) O(l; m; t; 
ji
) W
t
l;q
(ka
ji
); (2.60)
where d = min(q; l). The O(:::) funtions are given as
O(q; p; t; ) = ( 1)
q+t
[(q + p)!(q   p)!(q + t)!(q   t)!℄
1=2

g
X
n=f
( 1)
n
os
2n+p+t
(=2) sin
2(q n) p t
(=2)
n!(q   p  n)!(q   t  n)!(p+ t+ n)!
; (2.61)
where f = max(0; p   t) and g = min(q   t; q   p). The V (:::) and W (:::) funtions
transform the wave funtions between the oordinate systems with ommon z axis:
V
t
l;q
(a) = A
t
l;q

q(q + 1)L
t
l;q
(a) 
q(q   t+ 1)
2q + 1
aL
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l;q 1
(a)

;
(2.62)
W
t
l;q
=  itA
t
l;q
L
t
l;q
(a)a; (2.63)
where
A
t
l;q
=

(2l + 1)(2q + 1)(l   t)!(q   t)!
q(q + 1)l(l + 1)(l + t)!(q + t)!

1=2
; (2.64)
and the properties
V
 jtj
l;q
= V
jtj
l;q
; W
 jtj
l;q
=  W
jtj
l;q
(2.65)
may be used to deal with negative t. The Langbein-funtion is given [59℄ as
L
t
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(a) = ( 1)
l t
(2=a)
t
l t
X
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2
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(a); (2.66)
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where  (x) is the gamma-funtion and h
(1)
n
the Hankel funtion. The Langbein-funtion
has the property
L
t
l;q
= ( 1)
l+q
L
t
q;l
: (2.67)
The summations over l 2 [1;1) and m 2 [ l; l℄ in (2.55) and (2.56) are trunated,
so that l 2 [1; s℄, whih provides an approximation to the oupling eet. The system
(2.55)-(2.56) is reformulated and solved in a matrix form
~ =
h
 
 
 1
 =

  `
 

 1
 =

 1
`
i
 1
h
~a
0
+ `
 

 1
  =

 1
~
b
0
i
; (2.68)
~
d =
 

 1
  =

 1
h
~
b
0
+ `~
i
; (2.69)
where the matries  , , `, = have a dimension Ns(s+2) for an assembly of N partiles.
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Figure 2.8: Transformation between the oordinate systems entered in the i th and j th
partiles. Left part: both systems are rotated rst around the z
0
and z axis by the angle 
ji
to have all four axis x
0
, x, z
0
and z oplanar, then around the new y
0
and y axis by the same
angle 
ji
giving rise to the ommon z axis  the right part.
So, the sattered elds in the matrix may be found alulating several matrix prod-
uts and matrix inversions in (2.68) and (2.69). As the reader may have noted, the pro-
edure of alulating of the sattered elds is ommon for absorbing and non-absorbing
host matries. The dierene appears if one needs to obtain extintion values, then a
speial treatment of both ases is neessary.
2.2.2 Non-absorbing Host
The energy rates are alulated similarly to the single-partile ase (Se. 2.1.1.1) 
integrating the orresponding Poynting vetors over the surfae S of a large tive
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sphere that enloses all the partiles. For the extintion rate one has
W
e
=  
1
2
Re
I
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X
j
h
~
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0

~
H
j
s
+
~
E
j
s

~
H

0
i

 !
ds; (2.70)
Having hosen the tive sphere suiently large one may assume that for every term
in the sum in the right hand side of Eq. (2.70) the enter of the partile oinides with
the tive sphere enter. That leads to the possibility to integrate the eld dirated by
every jth partile separately (also using the far-eld asymptoti expression of the Bessel
funtions) and then to perform a summation over all the partiles of the assembly. It
gives
W
e
=  
I
0
k
2
X
i;q;p
Re

a
i
0qp

i
qp
+ b
i
0qp
d
i
qp

; (2.71)
what diers from the orresponding extintion rate for a single partile (2.37) only by a
summation over all the assembly members and the non-trivial relation between a
i
0qp
; b
i
0qp
and 
i
qp
; d
i
qp
.
For the sattering rate the integral of the orresponding Poynting vetor is written
as
W
s
=
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h
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i
s

~
H
j
s
i

 !
ds: (2.72)
Obviously, the approah used above for the extintion rate is not valid here due to the
presene of ross-produts of sattered elds of the dierent partiles. Another possibil-
ity is to write all the sattered elds in one and the same oordinate system. Atually,
this transformation is already made in (2.57) and (2.58), and after the integration using
(2.34)-(2.36) one obtains for the sattering rate [41℄
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d
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
: (2.73)
This expression looks a little bit more ompliated than the orresponding expression for
the single partile sattering rate (2.38). It is seen that negleting the eets of multiple
sattering orresponds to 
i
qp
! a
i
0qp
 
i
q
; d
i
qp
! b
i
0qp

i
q
, so that (2.38) is ontained in
(2.73) as a partial solution. Negleting the Re(:::)-term in the right hand side of (2.73)
is equivalent to the assumption that the sattered energy by the ith partile leaves the
assembly without being reabsorbed or resattered by the other lusters.
It is onvenient to dene the aggregate extintion and sattering ross-setions C
e
=
W
e
=I
0
and C
s
= W
s
=I
0
whih have the same physial sense as for the single partile.
Contrary to the sattering by a single spherial luster where the polarization of the
inident light does not aet the extintion properties the eet of dierent polarizations
of the inident light on the extintion of the aggregate may be drasti. The expansion
oeients for linearly x-polarized inident wave with
~
kjj~e
z
are given by (2.39). Nat-
urally, one may rotate the basi oordinate system so that the inident eld will be
x-polarized and
~
kjj~e
z
, but that would require the enormous waste of alulational time
 for every inident light polarization the matrix operations in (2.68) and (2.69) must
be performed, not speaking about the alulations of the matrix elements themselves.
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However, for an arbitrary linearly polarized wave the expansion oeients may be
found writing the eld expansions in the system where the eld is x-polarized and
~
kjj~e
z
and then transformating this system to the real system via several rotations as shown
in Figure 2.9. For the wave eld represented by its wave vetor
~
k = (k; ; ) and the
polarization dened by the angle  between the magneti eld and the intersetion of
planes (
~
E
0
;
~
H
0
) and (x; y) one obtains [28℄
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; (2.74)
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j
; (2.75)
where ~r
j
is the position vetor of the jth partile.
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Figure 2.9: To nd the expansion oeients of the general linearly polarized inident eld,
the oordinate system related to (
~
E
0
;
~
H
0
;
~
k) should be transformed to the oordinate system
(x; y; z) through three rotations: 1) around
~
k axis by the angle  so that
~
H
0
is positioned in
(x; y) plane, 2) around new
~
H
0
axis by the angle  so that
~
kjjz, 3) around new
~
k axis by the
angle  so that
~
E
0
jjx;
~
H
0
jjy;
~
kjjz.
It must be noted that in the series (2.71) and (2.73) two upper limits oexist: the
number of the multipoles s used to approximate the oupling eet  Eqs. (2.55) and
(2.56)  and the number of multipoles ~s that desribes the sattering by the single
luster. As mentioned in Se. 2.1.2 the latter depends on the luster size-parameter and
orresponds to the number of multipolar modes that is exited in the partile by a plane
inident wave. For larger lusters it should be hosen suiently large, for example
for a silver luster with the diameter of 2 m in vauum this number is about 40 in
visible spetral region (VIS). In ontrast, s does not depend trivially on the size of the
assembly members, rather the distane between the partiles and the polarization of
inident radiation are ruial. If s is hosen smaller than ~s, the rst s terms in series
(2.71) and (2.73) should be alulated using expressions (2.55) and (2.56), the other
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terms should orrespond to the single-partile ase. If, on the ontrary, s is larger than
~s, in the alulational proedure ~s should be set equal to s, so that s = max(s; s). One
might wonder how the multipoles of the order higher than those that an be exited in
the partile may aet the extintion properties of the luster assembly, but it must be
emphasized that if the eets of multiple sattering are onsidered, the inident light is
not more simply a plane wave, rather it is desribed by Eqs. (2.53) and (2.54). The
higher multipolar modes in the partile may be exited by the lower multipoles in the
other lusters of the assembly, as it is seen from Eqs. (2.55) and (2.56). To illustrate that
fat the following example presents the extintion ross-setion spetra of two equal silver
spheres for two polarizations of inident light as shown in Figure 2.10. If the eletri
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Figure 2.10: Assembly of two partiles illuminated by p-polarized light. Eletri eld is a)
parallel, b) perpendiular to the line onneting the sphere enters.
eld of the inident wave is polarized along the line onneting the spheres enters, the
frequeny of the plasmon resonane is red-shifted in omparison with the single-sphere
ase, so this mode is often regarded as long-wave plasmon mode. On the ontrary, if
the eletri eld is perpendiular to the assembly axis, the plasmon frequeny will be
blue-shifted, what orresponds to the short-wave plasmon mode. The long-wave mode
appears to be more sensitive both to the hanges in the inter-enter distane and in s.
Figure 2.11 shows the extintion spetrum (long-wave plasmon mode) of two touhing
silver spheres in dependene of s. ~s = 5 would sue to desribe the sattered eld of
a single silver luster with a radius of 20 nm if exited by a plane wave, what leads to
~s = max(5; s) in the alulation. The alulation performed while s ranged from 1 up
to 22 shows that the series does not onverge, the resonane is shifted more and more
to the red region  from 400 nm for s = 1 to 675 nm for s = 22, the amplitude hanges
drastially as well. The nature of this behavior is not lear up to now, to answer the
question either the higher multipoles should be onsidered, whih is ompliated due
to the abrupt growing requirements for omputer memory and alulational time with
inreasing s (matries in (2.68) and (2.69) grow as s(s+2)), or the mathematial stability
of the problem for touhing spheres must be proved. A remarkable feature learly seen
in Figure 2.12 (whih is simply a loser look on the urve with s = 15 from Figure 2.11)
is an appearing of the seond resonane line around 425 nm wavelength and of the third
line around 380 nm. The amplitude of the main line inreases up to s = 13 and then
dereases, whih may lead to the suggestion that if a muh larger number of multipoles
were onsidered the main peak would disappear and the seond resonane line would
beome dominant in the spetrum.
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Figure 2.11: Extintion ross-setion spetra of two touhing silver spheres in vauum. Radii
of spheres R = 20 nm (d = 2R, Figure 2.10a). Spetra are presented for s = 1 22, long-wave
plasmon mode. Also the spetrum of separated spheres is shown.
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In the ase when the longitudinal mode is onsidered, the multipoles of higher orders
play a very signiant role in the optial features. This statement ontributes to the
disussion about the maximum number of multipoles required to desribe a sattering
by touhing spheres  the question, whih obviously needs further investigations, if
onsidering all the ontroversial arguments [60, 61℄.
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Figure 2.12: The same as in Figure 2.11, but only the urve orresponding to s = 15 (solid) is
presented together with the spetrum of separated partiles (dotted).
The hanges in the short-wave plasmon mode are shown in Figure 2.13. With in-
reasing s the plasmon line shifts from 375 nm for separate partiles rst in blue to 366
nm for s = 1 and then relaxes at 368 nm for s = 10. Fortunately, it is suient to
onsider the dipole radiation only to desribe the perpendiular response of an assembly
of two touhing spheres!
In any ase touhing spheres is a mathematial onstrution, whether it an be
realized in the experiment is questionable, just as whether ideally spherial partiles
exist. To avoid the divergene of the series one may assume that the partiles are
divided by a distane, say d = 2:1R, and take a look on the spetrum. Figure 2.14
shows suh a spetrum for a long-wave plasmon mode only. The multipole number
was inreased from s = 1 up to s = 15. The hanges in the plasmon line appearane,
however, are only notable for s = 1 6. The series obviously onverge in this ase. The
main plasmon line is shifted to 435 nm, while one more line appears at about 380 nm,
probably due to the exiting of the resonant osillations perpendiular to the axis of the
assembly.
Figure 2.15 presents the dependene of the extintion spetrum on the inter-enter
distane. Only the long-wave mode is shown. The distane d (Figure 2.10a) is varied
from d = 2:5R up to d = 7R. With inreasing d the plasmon line tends to that of the
separate partiles and already at d = 4  5R their dierene is negligible, whih illus-
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Figure 2.13: Two touhing equal silver spheres (R = 20 nm) in vauum (d = 2R, Figure
2.10b): short-wave plasmon mode.
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Figure 2.14: Extintion ross-setion spetrum of two equal (R = 20nm) silver spheres in
vauum (d = 2:1R, Figure 2.10a). The long-wave plasmon mode. Also, the spetrum of
separated spheres is shown.
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trates the statement (mentioned in the Introdution) that the eets of eletromagneti
interation between the lusters should be taken into aount if the average distane
between the lusters is less than ve times the luster radius. Atually, this statement is
too strong for weakly sattering materials, where the onsidered eets are very weak.
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Figure 2.15: Extintion ross-setion of two equal-sized (R = 20 nm) silver spheres in
dependene of the inter-enters distane (d = 2:5R  7R, Figure 2.10a). s = 6. The solid
urve orresponds to the single-sphere ase.
2.2.3 Absorbing Host
4
In Se. 2.1.3 the extintion rate of the partile subsystem W
e
was dened as the sum
of absorption and sattering rates in the partile volume referred to the absorption
of the matrix bakground. The absorption W
a
and sattering W
s
rates of the partile
subsystem were found by integrating the orresponding Poynting vetors over the surfae
of the partile. In the ase of the assembly of the partiles the same approah may be
applied if one onsiders the entire aggregate as a omposite partile. So, an integration
over the surfae of suh a partile is mathematially idential to an integration over
the surfae S
i
of every i-th partile with the subsequent summation over all partiles of
the assembly. Integrating
~
S
t
gives the absorption rate in the volume of the assembly W
a
W
a
=  
X
i
I
S
i
~
S
t

 !
ds: (2.76)
4
A part of the theoretial results presented in this setion was originally published in [27℄.
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Considering the entire assembly as a single omposite partile requires to integrate the
total sattered eld over the whole omposite surfae and gives the sattering rate by
the assembly W
s
W
s
=
X
i
I
S
i
~
S
s

 !
ds: (2.77)
Integrating only the wave sattered by one partiular sphere over its surfae and summa-
tion over all spheres leads to partial negleting the eletromagneti interation between
the partiles  only the sattering oeients would be aeted by the neighboring lus-
ters, but not the proesses of energy transfer, i.e. the energy sattered by any luster
would be simply lost from the system, without being possibly resattered or absorbed
by the other assembly members. The extintion rate of the assembly an be written as
W
e
=  
X
i
I
S
i
~
S
e

 !
ds: (2.78)
After some extensive mathematis one nds for the extintion rate
W
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and for the sattering rate
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Here 
i
= kR
i
is the omplex size parameter of i-th partile with the radius R
i
. I
0
is the
intensity of the external inident eld at the origin of the oordinate system, whih may
be hosen at the enter of one of the lusters. Setting A
i
qp
= 0 and B
i
qp
= 0 in (2.80)
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and (2.81) leads to (2.44) and (2.45) for the ase of the non-interating partiles in an
absorbing host, as they were given in [26℄. On the other hand, for the ase of a non-
absorbing host the expressions equivalent to (2.71) and to (2.73) may be obtained from
(2.80) and (2.81) using the properties of the Riatti-Bessel funtions for real arguments.
The aggregate extintion ross-setion dened as C
e
= W
e
=I
0
does not depend on
the aggregate position in the matrix, and the extintion rate of the luster assembly
will be then given by a simple multipliation of the extintion ross-setion with the
intensity of the inident light at the aggregate origin (atually, in the enter of the
oordinate system in whih the extintion rate (2.80) is alulated).
2.2.4 Colletion of Cluster Assemblies
If idential luster aggregates are uniformly distributed over the matrix volume an ex-
tintion oeient 
l
of lusters in the matrix may be introdued similarly to the ase
of separate lusters (Se. 2.1.5):

l
= N
a
C
e
; (2.84)
where N
a
is the number density of aggregates. Then, the total extintion oeient of
the system matrix+lusters is given by
 = 
0
+ 
l
; (2.85)
where 
0
is the extintion oeient of the pure matrix. As mentioned in Se. 2.1.5, suh
a desription of the omposite medium (matrix + lusters) via marosopi extintion
oeient requires D 1, where D is the aggregate harateristi size in the diretion
of the light propagation. If this is not the ase, nevertheless, the marosopi extintion
oeient may approximate the optial behavior of the system with a good quality.
Atually, the presented approah is valid for the state of luster matter shown in
Figure 2.16 (left part), i.e. for the well-dened assemblies of lusters separated by large
distanes. In this ase it is possible to onsider eah assembly separately and then the
approah equivalent to that developed in Se. 2.1.5 may be applied.
Figure 2.16: Two dierent modiations of luster matter where the aggregation eets should
be taken into aount when alulating the extintion spetra.
Sometimes, however, the lusters are positioned lose to eah other in the matrix,
so that the eets of multiple sattering may play a signiant role in the extintion
properties, but no denitive separation into aggregates is possible  the situation shown
in Figure 2.16 (right part). In this ase the whole sample is the aggregate that ought
to be onsidered, but this is not always possible due to the limitations in omputer
resoures. One has to hoose a harateristi region (building blok) of the sample that
ontains the suient number of lusters for the boundary eets to be small enough.
The riterion, how large the assembly should be, an not be stated trivially. If the
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positions of the partiles are more or less unorrelated and the size of the region is of
the order of the light wavelength, the light sattered by partiles from the boundary
regions is no more oherent, so this may be onsidered as the ondition. If, however,
the positions are orrelated, only probing may provide the needed size of the aggregate.
One alulates the spetrum for the region of hoie, then the region is inreased and
the orresponding spetrum obtained. Comparing the spetra from the two subsequent
steps one may estimate the weight of the boundary eets in the whole spetrum; for
example, in Figure 2.17 for a quadrati array of equal spherial silver lusters. The
presented extintion ross-setion is normalized dividing by the number of the partiles
in the assembly. For the eletromagneti oupling between the assembly members the
dipole approximation s = 1 is used beause of the limited omputer resoures (memory).
Figure 2.18 presents the orresponding sattering ross-setion. The observed features
with inreasing array size are the shift of the extintion to red region whih is apparently
aused by the enhaned sattering eieny for larger assemblies, as seen omparing
both Figures.
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Figure 2.17: The normalized extintion ross-setion of a quadrati array of silver lusters
(R = 20 nm, d = 42 nm) in dependene of the array size at normal light inidene.
Figure 2.19 shows the extintion ross-setion normalized in the same manner of
a randomized quadrati array, i.e. the lusters positions are slightly disturbed at
random. The equilibrium positions are divided by d = 2:5R. The saturation of
the eet of multiple sattering is seen in this ase already for the array 5x5, what
orresponds to the sample size of appr. 240 nm.
As a onlusion it may be stated, that the size of the sample needed to saturate
the eets of oherent sattering inreases for strongly orrelated luster assemblies and
dereases for the randomly distributed positions of the lusters. The size may be hosen
using the test alulation as shown before. For a random luster sample and a non-
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Figure 2.18: The normalized sattering ross-setion of the regular quadrati array.
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Figure 2.19: Extintion ross-setion of the randomized quadrati array in dependene from
the array size.
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absorbing embedding medium the light wave length appears to be the suient sample
size.
If the host medium is strongly absorbing, then, of ourse, a harateristi size of
the aggregate of the order of the penetration depth 
 1
0
should sue, even when the
aggregate ontains only a few lusters. In order to satisfy statistis in this ase, it is
more appropriate to sum up the response of a relevant number of smaller assemblies,
than to alulate straightforwardly the response of a larger aggregate, when a luster is
only able to feel its losest neighbors due to light wave damping.
For thin lms with more or less randomly distributed lusters the aggregate height
is limited by the lm thikness, the lateral size of the harateristi building blok may
be hosen using the above onsiderations. Due to the limitation of one of the aggregate
dimensions, the eets of multiple sattering may not be saturated in the diretion of
light propagation. That means, that hanging the thikness of the sample the dierent
values of the marosopi extintion oeient will be obtained. In this ase the physial
meaning and use of that oeient is questioned, rather a transmission of the sample
may be onsidered, whih is no more related to the lm thikness through a simple
expression like (2.51), but may be artiially onstruted in the layer-by-layer manner
like in Se. 2.1.5 (the absorption and sattering rate of every separate assembly member
is alulated while solving the sattering problem).
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Chapter 3
Numerial Results
Almost all examples presented in the previous Setion 2, having the main aim to demon-
strate the appliation of the disussed models, were of the methodologial or aademi
interest only beause of the absene of the experimental data, that ould justify or rejet
the model assumptions and based on them alulations. However, to make the model
presentation omplete one needs to apply the developed methods to realisti luster sys-
tems and to show how good it funtions. To satisfy the assumptions of the single partile
model (Se. 2.1.3) the experimental system should have a low lling fator of lusters.
On the other hand for the aggregate alulations systems with high lling fators are
appropriate. In both ases the matrix material should show a signiant absorption in
the spetral region of interest. These, together with the availability of the experimental
data argument, have determined the hoie of the experimental luster systems that will
be the objets of onsideration in this setion.
First a system of iron lusters embedded in fullerite matrix is onsidered. The
lling fator of iron in the experiment was determined as 5 %, what lets us expet a
small ontribution of the eets of multiple sattering to the spetrum of the sample.
This value of the lling fator is somewhat larger than the 4 %-limit mentioned in the
Introdution, but it must be kept in mind that this riterion was stated only for strong
sattering luster systems, suh as silver lusters in vauum. For every system to be
onsidered this riterion should be heked separately. So, as the alulations presented
below show, iron lusters with 5 % lling fator embedded in fullerite appear to be a
good objet for the model developed for separate lusters in an absorbing matrix.
Seond, the optial spetra of more ompat systems of silver lusters in PTCDI and
fullerite matries are alulated and ompared with experimental data. The dierene
between these two examples is that the optial losses in the rst ase are dominated by
the absorption and in the seond ase by the sattering.
3.1 Iron lusters in C
60
1
The theory presented in Se. 2.1.3 was tested by applying Eq. (2.51) to novel exper-
iments on the system of Fe lusters embedded in a solid C
60
lm. A new laser abla-
tion/evaporation soure produed the Fe lusters (average diameter of about 20 nm,
determined from TEM pitures of the lms) in a ontinuous UHV beam. The soure is
driven by a high power CO
2
laser in a ontinuous wave mode. The sample preparation
and the measurements were done at UHV onditions. Fullerite was evaporated with
a rate of 0.04 nm/s from an additional furnae. A speial manipulator allows the o-
1
The experiment and its results presented in this setion are ourtesy of M. Gartz, Cluster-
matter group, I. Physikalishes Institut IA, RWTH Aahen. A part of the theoretial results
was originally published in [26℄.
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deposition of nanopartiles from the beam and the host material on a quartz substrate,
whereas a part of the substrate is shielded from the luster beam and is overed by the
pure matrix substane only to provide a referene. The optial equipment enables in
situ measurement of the transmission in the UV and VIS range. The thikness d of the
sample is approximately 150 nm, measured by a quartz balane. The thikness of the
referene is then d   Æd, where Æd takes into aount the thikness dierene between
the referene and the sample due to the Fe lusters embedded in the sample and absent
in the referene (see Figure 3.1). The transmission of the pure C
60
layer (referene) an
be desribed as
I
ref
I
in
= exp [ 
0
(d  Æd)℄ ; (3.1)
where I
ref
is the light intensity after passing the referene and I
in
the intensity of the
non-attenuated inident light. 
0
is the absorption oeient of fullerite as mentioned
before. Similarly, the transmission of the sample (Fe lusters in C
60
) is given by
I
out
I
in
= exp [ (
0
+NC
e
)d℄ ; (3.2)
where I
out
is the light intensity after passing the sample.
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Figure 3.1: Experiment output is the logarithm of the relation of signals from two detetors.
Æd is the thikness dierene between the sample and the referene due to the embedded
lusters.
This yields the following equation for the eetive extintion oeient of the luster
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part only:
NC
e
d =   log
I
out
I
ref
  
0
Æd: (3.3)
Both transmissions were measured simultaneously and the transmission of the sample
was referred to the transmission of the referene, i.e. the rst term in the right hand
side of Eq. (3.3) is what the experiment atually gives as the output. It an be seen
from Eq. (3.3) that the measured signal should be orreted to take into aount the
thikness dierene between the referene and the sample. For the present evaluation Æd
was obtained from the experimentally determined lling fator (5 % in the experiment)
of the Fe lusters. Figure 3.2 shows the unorreted and the orreted output of the
experiment. The dierene between both urves is also plotted in Figure 3.2. The
omparison of the alulated and measured (orreted) spetra is plotted in Figure 3.3
(The alulation results are given in terms of the saled eetive extintion oeient
of lusters, i.e. NC
e
d, where the number density was alulated using the volume lling
fator and the average luster size). There is the luster extintion oeient alulated
using the eletrostati approximation also plaed in the same gure. As the Figure
shows, the divergene between the present model and the eletrostati is rather large in
this ase of lusters of 20 nm in diameter, nevertheless, the qualitative struture of the
spetrum an be seen.
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Figure 3.2: Extintion spetra of iron lusters in fullerite: the measured signal orreted
to take into aount the thikness dierene between the sample and the referene and the
unorreted signal. Also, the dierene between the orreted and unorreted spetra is shown.
Pure fullerite layers show the strong -interband transition peaks at 2.8 eV, 3.6
eV, 4.6 eV and 5.6 eV. This struture is mirrored in the luster part of the alulated
extintion due to the replaement of the matrix material in the volume of lusters
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of the alulated (dotted line) extintion spetrum (NC
e
d) of iron
lusters in fullerite with the measured (orreted) spetrum (solid line). The extintion
spetrum (2.49) of Fe lusters in C
60
in the eletrostati approximation (dashed line). The
extintion spetrum of free Fe lusters (    ).
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with iron. As seen in Figure 3.2 (the dierene between the orreted and unorreted
spetra is proportional to the absorption of fullerite) the maxima of the C
60
absorption
struture oinide with minima in the alulated and measured (orreted) spetra.
These minima are aused by the dominant third term in the right hand side of Eq.
(2.43) (i.e. the absorption in fullerite). 5 % of the fullerite in fat absent in the sample
volume lled with iron make a great dierene in the spetra.
It must be noted that the ondition D  1 mentioned in the previous setion is
atually violated between 4 eV and 5.5 eV (D is the partile diameter), nevertheless the
method gives orret results between 4 eV and 4.6 eV. Remaining deviations between
the experiment and the alulation are supposed to have several reasons. First, the
optial onstants [62℄ used in the alulations were measured from solid C
60
prepared
in a slightly other way than the samples prepared here. Figure 3.4 shows the measured
absorption oeient spetrum of the referene ompared to the absorption of fullerite
based on these optial onstants from [62℄. Seond, from other systems (Ag lusters
embedded in fullerite [11℄) a harge transfer from metal luster to the host was observed
reently whih auses hanges in the optial spetra beyond the Mie theory.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison between absorption oeient spetra of a pure fullerite matrix:
measured in the experiment and used in the alulation (based on the data from [62℄).
Finally, it should be emphasized that the extintion features of embedded iron par-
tiles as seen in Figure 3.3 are aused mainly by the frequeny response of the matrix
(fullerite) and not by the dieletri funtion of iron. This an be demonstrated by
alulating the extintion of the same iron lusters in vauum. In that ase, a quite
strutureless spetrum is obtained as also shown in Figure 3.3.
Muh attention has been paid in this setion to the aurate onsideration of the
measurement set up: what is atual output of the experiment, and how the experimental
data should be ompared with the alulations. This questions appears to be very
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important as the dierene between the orreted and unorreted experimental outputs
show. In the onsidered experiment the output ontains many eets, whih are not
onsidered here (multiply reeted beams et.), and whose role should in general be
laried.
Very often the results of measurements are presented as extintion or optial
losses spetra without making it onrete, what is meant under these onepts. The
model presented in the theoretial part provides the extintion oeient of the om-
posite as a value that may be ompared with the experimental data, so it would be
beneial if the output of the experiment ould be transformed to extintion or eetive
loss oeient of the omposite medium.
3.2 Silver Clusters in Organi Materials
2
In [40℄ the linear optial properties (absorption behavior and Raman sattering) of
silver lusters inorporated into fullerite as well as PTCDI (see Appendix A for the
main optial properties) matries has been presented. Figures 1.4 and 3.5 show the
TEM photos of these two systems. Suh samples may be prepared easily by alternating
thermal evaporation of the organi moleules and the metal. As a result layers are
obtained whih onsist of a van-der-Waals bounded moleular matrix with embedded
metal lusters. The latter are statistially distributed with respet to size shape and
arrangement, as indiated by the TEM pitures.
Figure 3.5: TEM image of silver lusters (dark regions) in PTCDI. The sample area is appr.
85x205 nm
2
.
3.2.1 Silver Clusters in PTCDI
The rst example deals with silver lusters in PTCDI. The PTCDI (and the struturally
lose PTCDA) moleules are of partiular interest in urrent researh of rystalline and
disordered thin and ultrathin organi lms [6466℄. Composite samples [40℄ have a
volume lling fator of about 20 % silver, aording to quartz mirobalane monitoring.
Sum-rule onsiderations, however, give rise to the result that the optial spetra of the
lms are onsistent with a lling fator of only 15 % silver. This value has onsequently
been used for modeling the optial properties.
2
A part of the results of this setion was originally published in [27, 63℄.
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Figure 3.6 presents the loss oeient obtained from the experimental data. Also
ts with two ommonly used eetive medium models are shown  Maxwell Garnett [3℄
(MG), where the dieletri funtion of the omposite medium 
e
is given by

e
= 
m
2
4
1 +
3f


p
 
m

p
+2
m

1  f


p
 
m

p
+2
m

3
5
; (3.4)
and the Bruggeman model [5℄:
f

p
  
e

p
+ 2
e
+ (1  f)

m
  
e

m
+ 2
e
= 0: (3.5)
Here f is the volume lling fator of lusters. 
m
is the dieletri funtion of the matrix
material and 
p
of the luster material.
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Figure 3.6: Experimental spetrum of the eetive extintion oeient of silver-PTDCI
omposite in omparison with the spetra alulated using the Maxwell Garnett and the
Bruggeman models. The lling fator is set to 15 %.
As seen from Figure 3.6 the Bruggeman model, whih orresponds to a ompletely
random binary mixture of silver and PTCDI, gives an astonishingly good approximation
to the experimental spetrum. On the ontrary, the MG model, whih is in a better or-
respondene with the topology of the experimental system in the sense it was developed
for isolated spherial partiles in a matrix, deviates drastially from the experimental
urve.
The optial behavior of the omposite lms has been simulated in terms of four
dierent model ongurations:
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 Single lusters: The lm has been assumed to onsist of non-interating spherial
silver lusters, embedded in PTCDI. Assumed luster diameter: 10 nm. The lling
fator orresponds to 15 %.
 Cluster pairs: The lm has been assumed to onsist of pairs of spherial silver
lusters, embedded in PTCDI. The spetra were azimuthally averaged over orien-
tations and the luster distane. Assumed parameters: luster diameter 10 nm,
the inter-enter distane varied from 10 nm up to 15 nm uniformly.
 Randomized 3D array (see Figure 3.7): the luster assembly is generated from
the regular 3D array of 7x7x7 equal (R = 5 nm) spheres, where the positions of the
spheres are displaed at random. The maximal displaement is set to d=2, where d
is the non-disturbed inter-enter distane. This simple model allows to observe the
statistial eets in the extintion spetrum in the rst approximation. Making
lusters smaller and smaller and enlarging the size of the aggregate one would get
loser to the MG system (if the sattering beomes negligible with the dereasing
luster size).
Figure 3.7: Randomized 3D array
 Statistial aggregates: Monte-Carlo simulations (see Appendix B) have been used
to generate planar statistial luster assemblies as shown in Figure 3.8, whih are
assumed to be embedded into the matrix material. From aggregate alulations
(the light wave vetor is perpendiular to the aggregate plane), azimuthally aver-
aged extintion ross-setions have been obtained, they are shown in Figure 3.9 for
11 dierent assemblies, all orrespond to one and the same Monte-Carlo growth
study.
a) b) )
Figure 3.8: a)-b)-) Tree luster assemblies as obtained from several Monte-Carlo runs. The
sample area in eah ase is 80x80 nm
2
. The mass overage orresponds to the thikness of a
homogeneous lm of 2 nm.
In all ases, the dieletri funtion of silver has been taken from [67℄. The dieletri
onstants of PTCDI (see Appendix A) have been alulated from transmittane and
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Figure 3.9: Extintion ross-setion of planar silver luster assemblies in PTCDI obtained
from several Monte-Carlo runs.
reetane measurements of luster-free samples and are published, for example, in [68℄.
The method was presented in [69℄.
In Figure 3.10 the eetive extintion oeients alulated using the model systems
mentioned before are ompared to the experimental values, whih have been obtained
from measurements of the direted transmittane and reetane of the omposite sam-
ples. Therefore, the experimental extintion oeient ontains absorption losses as
well as possible sattering ontributions, hene, it represents an experimental observable
whih allows a straightforward omparison with the alulated extintion oeient.
The gure shows, that the aggregate alulations generally reprodue the main fea-
tures of the experimentally observed behavior. We emphasize the good agreement be-
tween theory and experiment with regard to the absolute values of the loss oeient.
Conerning the quality of the partiular approahes, it is immediately seen that the
single-partile piture is unable to reprodue the losses in the low-frequeny region.
These losses seem to be dominated by aggregation eets, beause the assumption of
pairs of lusters leads to the appearane of a sharp absorption line in the low-frequeny
region, where the single-partile piture shows no loss at all. A more or less ontinuous
absorption in the long-wavelength range, whih obviously represents an inhomogeneous
mixture of sharper absorption lines (ompare Figure 3.9), is only obtained assuming
larger aggregates. Below a wavenumber of 12000 m
 1
, neither of the luster models
reveals a remarkable optial loss. As argued in Se. 2.2.4, this inonsisteny is not of
prinipal nature, rather it is aused by the limited lateral size of the aggregates from
Figure 3.8.
In addition, the gure shows the absorption oeient predited by the Bruggeman
model as well as by MG. The latter is learly unsuitable to reprodue the experimental
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Figure 3.10: Experimental extintion oeient of silver/PTCDI omposite (2.85) and the
extintion oeient alulated using dierent model systems. For omparison, the preditions
of the Bruggeman model and MG are shown.
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behavior, in partiular, it does not explain the absorption losses in the low-frequeny
region, similar to the single-luster alulations. On the ontrary, the Bruggeman model
leads to an eetive absorption oeient whih is obviously lose to the experimental
behavior. Qualitatively, the gure suggests that the presented aggregate alulations
reveal intermediate stages in the hierarhy of the models: Single lusters - pair inter-
ations between lusters - mesosopi aggregates - ontinuum ase (for the presented
example, the Bruggeman model).
3.2.2 Silver Clusters in Fullerite
In these samples, C
60
has been used as the matrix material. The samples have been
produed in an idential manner as those disussed in Se. 3.2.1. Again, luster-free
referenes have been used to determine the dieletri onstants of the pure C
60
matrix
(see Appendix A), whih is neessary as input for the aggregate alulations.
Figure 3.11 shows the experimentally obtained loss oeient of 80 nm thik ompos-
ite lm, whih intentionally ontains 20 % silver (on the same reason, as in the previous
ase, the simulation of optial properties has been performed with assumed lling fator
of 15 %).
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Figure 3.11: Experimental extintion oeient of the silver/fullerite omposite.
In order to reprodue the experimental behavior, two dierent kinds of aggregate
alulations of the optial response have been performed. First, Monte-Carlo generated
planar luster assemblies were used as in the previous setion to alulate the extintion
oeient of the omposite. The results of this alulation are shown in Figure 3.12. The
total extintion oeient of the omposite averaged over these assemblies is presented
in Figure 3.13 and are in satisfatory agreement with the experimental loss oeient.
Seond, the alulation has been performed assuming a nearly ubi statistial aggre-
gate (3D aggregate in Figure 3.13), namely a vertial stak of ve planar aggregates.
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This approah gives a better reprodution of the experimental long-wavelength optial
response, as seen in the gure.
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Figure 3.12: Extintion ross-setion of planar silver luster assemblies obtained from several
Monte-Carlo runs in fullerite.
In ontrast to the previous example of a PTCDI-silver mixture, neither the Brugge-
man model nor MG is able to give a satisfatory agreement with the experimental data.
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Figure 3.13: Experimental loss oeient of silver/fullerite omposite and alulated loss a-
ording to Eq. (2.85). In addition, the preditions of the Bruggeman model and MG are shown.
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Disussion and Conlusion
Three examples of thin lm systems have been presented, where iron and silver lusters
are embedded in an optially absorbing environment. In the rst example the response
of iron lusters embedded in fullerite with a low volume lling fator was alulated using
the single-partile approximation giving rise to a good qualitative agreement between
the experimentally measured and the alulated spetra. For silver lusters embedded in
PTCDI and fullerite matries with a higher volume lling fator the aggregate alula-
tions give a reprodution of the experimentally observed behavior, while the agreement
does not only onern the general spetra shape, but also the absolute value of the
measured loss oeient. Hene, these aggregate alulations may nd appliation for
modeling the optial loss oeient of absorbing and sattering omposite media. The
exat onsideration of sattering losses makes this approah superior to the often used
Bruggeman and MG treatments.
This is obvious regarding the seond example - silver in fullerite. As obtained from
measurements of the diuse transmittane and reetane, this type of samples shows
signiant sattering losses (up to 10 % of the inident light intensity), so that the
experimental loss oeient (whih is obtained from the direted transmittane and
reetane) ontains signiant ontributions of sattering losses. Figure 3.14, whih
shows the absorption part of the extintion oeient of the silver/fullerite omposite,
learly demonstrates this argument. The energy absorbed in the volume of the aggregate
is muh smaller if ompared to the sattered energy in the spetral region where the
total oeient has the maximum value. If the matrix would have no absorptane,
all the energy sattered by the assembly would be registered as diuse sattering and
reetane in the experiment. But in the ase of an absorbing host a part of the light
sattered by the luster-matrix interfae is further absorbed in the matrix and this
makes it diult to state a diret relation between the loal sattering losses obtained
from the alulations and the remote diuse sattering plus reetion observed in the
experiment. Nevertheless, if the loal sattering losses are very large ompared with the
absorption in the aggregate volume, this will be imprinted in the optial spetrum of
the whole sample as an essential diuse sattering and reetion (if the satterers are
lose to eah other). The preditions by both the Bruggeman and MG models (whih
do not onsider sattering losses) fall far from the experimentally observed loss in the
onsidered example.
The situation is dierent for the rst example. In the ase of PTCDI layers with silver
lusters, hardly any signiant sattering losses (usually < 1 %) are deteted, whih nds
support in the alulation  Figure 3.15 shows the absorption part of the alulated
extintion oeient of the silver/PTCDI omposite (planar aggregates model system).
In this sample, the ontribution of the absorption to the total optial loss is signiantly
larger than for the sample with the fullerite matrix, whih makes the eetive medium
approahes appliable. It is therefore not astonishing, that the Bruggeman model gave
a good reprodution of the experimentally observed behavior.
Conerning the general value of the presented model, two main points should be
emphasized:
- First, the alulations allow us to follow the formation of bulk optial properties of
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Figure 3.14: Absorption part of the alulated extintion oeient of the silver/fullerite
sample in omparison with the experimental loss oeient.
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Figure 3.15: Absorption part of the extintion oeient of the silver/PTCDI omposite.
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heterogeneous absorbing media, starting from a single sphere in a matrix.
- Seond, for suiently large aggregates, the alulations yield a theoretial value
of the eetive bulk loss oeient of the omposite in the presene of both absorption
and elasti sattering.
In appliation to more onrete problems, one should omment the relation of the
alulations to atual questions whih are debated today in the eld of the optial
properties of luster matter. It is worth to disuss at least two of these problems in the
light of the presented model:
It is generally reognized that inhomogeneous broadening of the plasmon absorption
lines has to be taken into aount when optial spetra of luster matter are interpreted.
This is true for onventional linear optial absorption spetrosopy, but also for many-
photon proesses, suh as Raman spetrosopy or non-linear optial proesses. Indeed,
the marosopially observable Raman enhanement in SERS experiments depends ru-
ially on the relation of homogeneous to inhomogeneous line broadening. Moreover, as
reently disussed in [70℄, knowledge on the degree of inhomogeneous line broadening
is essential when plasmon dephasing times are determined from time-dependent SHG
measurements in the femtoseond domain. It is therefore important to have a tool whih
allows us to estimate the degree of inhomogeneous line broadening in luster matter.
The presented aggregate alulations may be applied to systems with statistially
distributed lusters. The multiple sattering of light from random satterers learly pro-
vides an inhomogeneous broadening mehanism, beause the satterers dier from eah
other in their physial onditions (here: size and loal environment). For a suient
number of satterers, this leads to a quasiontinuum of absorption lines with a har-
ateristi envelope, whih may be deteted in the experiment. The dierene between
the linewidth in the single-sphere alulation and that arising from a suiently large
aggregate must be regarded as the inhomogeneous linewidth. In onsidered examples
that leads to inhomogeneous linewidth values of about 5000 m
 1
in wavenumber units.
Up to now, a generally valid riterion annot be given for the harateristi size of
an aggregate, neessary for the reprodution of all harateristi optial features of a
omposite bulk material. For the samples with almost unorrelated luster positions,
i.e. suh that had been onsidered here, the sample size should be of the order of
the light wave-length in order to saturate the eets of oherent (multiple) sattering.
This explains the generally better reprodution of the blue region of the spetra, when
omparing with the long-wavelength response.
Another problem onerns the optial behavior of the silver/fullerite omposite. Ear-
lier investigations [11℄ have shown that for well-separated lusters, there is a disrepany
between the preditions of Mie's theory and the experimentally observed plasmon fre-
queny. This disrepany may be explained in terms of a stati harge transfer proess
where silver lusters lose eletrons with the fullerene moleules ating as aeptors. In
more densely paked aggregates one annot draw suh a onlusion. As the alulations
show (Figure 3.12), the wavenumber for whih the optial loss reahes its maximum is
quite sensitive to the aggregate geometry while keeping the lling fator onstant. It is
therefore probable, that one ould nd reasonable aggregate geometries that properly
reprodue the experimental loss maximum.
Summarizing the alulations it may be stated, that a method to simulate the linear
optial loss of heterogeneous optial materials within the framework of the lassial
eletromagneti theory has been presented. The method onsiders absorption as well as
sattering losses and naturally embodies inhomogeneous line broadening.
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Appendix A
Optial Constants for Some Materials
Figure A.1: Moleule of PTCDI.
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Figure A.2: Index of refration of PTCDI (after [40℄): real part (solid line); imaginary part
(dotted line).
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Figure A.3: Index of refration of fullerite (after [40℄): real part (solid line); imaginary part
(dotted line).
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Figure A.4: Index of refration of silver (after [67℄): real part (solid line); imaginary part
(dotted line).
Appendix B
Generation of Cluster Assembly
1
In this setion the model of luster growth of island lms is presented. The growth
proess to be simulated orresponds to one of the ommon methods used to produe
luster systems  thermal evaporation on a substrate from the gas phase.
B.1 Monte Carlo Model of Growth
Atoms are deposited at random on an LL square lattie with periodi boundary on-
ditions, whih is used to disretize the substrate. The size of the lattie ells is hosen
to be equal to the average distane between the atoms of luster material in the bulk.
Deposited atoms perform a random walk on the lattie for a residene time determined
by the thermal ativation energy of the desorption from the substrate E
d
and the sub-
strate temperature. The atoms an then redesorb into the gas phase. The hopping
rate is determined by the thermal ativation energy of the surfae diusion E
h
whih is
about 40 % of E
d
for metal lusters on dieletri substrates [71℄. Clusters are formed,
if an atom enounters another during diusion, and are also allowed to migrate and
to desorb. For the lusters the thermal ativation energies of the surfae diusion and
the desorption from the substrate additionally depend on the luster size. The binding
energy of an atom in the luster E
l
inreases strongly in omparison to the binding
energy of a single atom to the substrate E
d
, what determines a dereased probability for
an atom to be desorbed from the luster. The possibility of binding diusing atoms and
lusters on defets of the substrate surfae is implemented by making some randomly
distributed lattie sites have an innite binding energy, i.e. one trapped on suh a
defet, the luster is not allowed to leave it any more. Clusters are regarded either
as spheres with their radii alulated using the bulk density of silver, or as ellipsoids.
This assumption orresponds qualitatively to the experimental data. An ellipsoid may
appear, for example, if two lusters, bound on defets, are to agglomerate, i.e. if their
surfaes touh eah other. The resulting luster is given a spherial shape in the sim-
ulation, unless its projetion into the substrate plane would be insuient to over all
defets having bound the original lusters to the substrate. In the latter ase an ellipsoid
of minimal surfae will be onstruted, whih overs the defets. A oalesene proess
is prohibited, if the surfae area of the resulting luster would be higher than the sum of
the surfae areas of the original lusters, what orresponds qualitatively to the priniple
of surfae energy minimization in thermodynamis.
At every alulation step it has to be deided, whih of all the elementary proesses
under onsideration will take plae: atom deposition, surfae diusion of an atom or of
a luster, evaporation of an atom from the surfae of the luster, or desorption of an
atom or of a luster from the substrate. A probability of eah proess, exept the atom
1
A part of results presented in this setion has been published in [41℄.
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deposition, is desribed by the Arrhenius law
P
i
= exp( 
E
i
a
k
B
T
); (B.1)
where E
i
a
is the thermal ativation energy of the i-th proess, T the temperature and
k
B
the Boltzmann onstant.
To hoose the next elementary proess to our the standard Monte-Carlo proedure
is followed: a random number r is generated suh that 0  r 
P
P
i
and is ompared
with subsequent partial sums of probabilities.
The square lattie orresponds to the model presentation of two-dimensional rys-
talli substrates, nevertheless, the model of growth may be easily extended to the 3D
ase, i.e. to the formation of lusters in the bulk matrix through 3D diusion of atoms
and smaller lusters. The ase of amorphous substrates (matries) may be treated via
onsideration of ompletely random hopping of lusters (in ontrast to hopping on a
regular lattie), whih may be realized in polar (spherial) oordinates via hoosing the
polar (spherial) angle for the every next luster displaement at random.
B.2 Example: Silver Island Film on Glass
Varying the ativation energies of the elementary proesses under onsideration in the
range appropriate for the metal lusters on the dieletri substrates [71℄ and omparing
the obtained luster distributions with TEM photos, it is possible to nd parameters
of the simulation that orrespond to the experimental onditions. The substrate tem-
perature was set to 300K and the partile ux to 10
14
s
 1
m
 2
, whih orresponds to a
deposition rate of 0:02 nm s
 1
. The binding energy between metal atoms E
l
was taken
to be 0:8 eV for Ag
2
lusters [72℄ and inreased substantially for larger lusters. The
surfae density of the defets was assumed to be about 10
12
m
 2
.
In Figure B.3 the two-dimensional surfae projetions of growing lms are shown,
simulated and experimentally obtained. It an be seen, that the alulated lusters are
in a qualitative agreement with the experimental data omparing their lateral sizes and
distribution on the surfae.
Calulating the optial response of a luster system within GMT [27, 28℄ it is only
possible to deal with spherial partiles. Therefore, although the introdution of ellip-
soidal strutures in the growth simulation greatly inuenes the perolation properties
of the system, we had to make nally a transformation of the ellipsoidal strutures into
aggregates of spherial partiles, as shown in the third olumn of Figure B.3.
Suh a transformation possibility is supported by the fat that the optial response
(in the eletrostati approximation) of an ellipsoidal partile with main half-axes l
b
; l
a
; l

,
where l
b
= nl
a
= nl

(see Figure B.1, n = 2), may be approximated by the response of
a linear hain of n almost touhing (d = 2:02R) spherial lusters. As the alulation
shows, the response of the ellipsoidal partile is stronger than of the orresponding ag-
gregate of the same volume, so the latter should be artiially enlarged (the aggregate
volume should be approximately two times the ellipsoid volume, i.e. for two-spheres
aggregate R = 1:25l
a
). For a sake of illustration Figure B.2 shows the extintion ross-
setion (long-wave mode) of an ellipsoidal partile with l
b
= 2l
a
= 8 nm and of the
2-spheres (R = 5 nm) assembly. As it an be seen the approximation is quite rude,
moreover, if the large axis annot be expressed as n times the smaller axis the transfor-
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mation is more or less subjetive. The behavior of two plasmon modes may be however
reprodued to some extent.
bl =4la 4.1R
a2l
2
Figure B.1: Transformation of an ellipsoidal partile to the two-spheres aggregate.
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Figure B.2: Extintion ross-setion of an ellipsoidal partile l
a
= l

= l
b
=2 = 4 nm and of the
orresponding aggregate of two almost touhing spheres: R = 5nm; d = 2:05R; s = 4.
The statistially distributed spheres, as obtained from the transformed system, may
be used in the subsequent alulation of optial properties. For low numbers of de-
posited atoms there is no need to make this transformation, beause lusters an be well
approximated by spheres up to 4 nm of equivalent thikness, as the TEM photos show.
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TEM Simulation Transformed
d
eq
= 0:4nm
d
eq
= 3nm
d
eq
= 6nm
d
eq
= 10nm
Figure B.3: Evolution of the simulated size and position distributions of silver lusters (seond
olumn), ompared with experimental data (rst olumn). Transformation of ellipsoidal
strutures to aggregates of spherial partiles (third olumn). The lattie size 200  200
orresponds to the size of the substrate 80 80nm
2
. (after [41℄)
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Thesen
1 Die Arbeit befaÿt sih mit der Beshreibung der linearen optishen Eigen-
shaften von heterogenen absorbierenden Materialien, insbesondere von Clus-
termaterialien, wo isolierte Inseln eines Materials (Cluster) von einem an-
deren Material (Matrix) umgeben sind. Das Ziel der Arbeit besteht in der
Ausarbeitung einer analytishen Methode zur Berehnung des optishen
Verlustes (Extinktion) des heterogenen Materials, wobei sowohl die Cluster-
als auh die Matrixkomponente im allgemeinen absorbieren können. Die
präsentierte Methode basiert auf der klassishen Beshreibung der Liht-
Materie-Wehselwirkung mit Hilfe dielektrisher Funktionen.
2 Die lokale Extinktionsrate des Clusters in einer absorbierenden Umgebung
wird als Summe von Streu- und Absorptionsrate im Clustervolumen be-
zogen auf die Absorptionrate des Matrixhintergrundes deniert. Die Ex-
tinktion wird als Integral vom entsprehenden Poyntingsvektor über der
Teilhenoberähe kalkuliert. Dieses Konzept der lokalen Extinktion er-
mögliht, Einbettmatrizen vershiedener Geometrie und Gröÿe zu berük-
sihtigen. Für Kompositshihten mit dreidimensional verteilten Clustern
wird ein Extinktionskoezient deniert, der direkt mit experimentellen Ergeb-
nissen verglihen werden kann.
3 Für die Simulation der optishen Eigenshaften werden die Cluster als
sphärishe Teilhen angenommen. Das ermögliht eine exakte Lösung der
Wellengleihung in sphärishen Koordinaten mit Maxwellshen Randbedin-
gungen an der Clusteroberähe. Die Mie-Theorie der Lihtstreuung an
einem in eine nihtabsorbierende Matrix eingebetteten sphärishen Clus-
ter wird erweitert, um auh absorbierende Einbettmaterialien betrahten
zu können. Der Vergleih der Simulationsergebnisse der optishen Extink-
tion von Eisenteilhen in Fullerit mit den experimentellen Daten erweist eine
gute Übereinstimmung.
4 Die Methode wird erweitert, indem für Systeme mit dihtgepakten Clus-
tern die Mehrfahstreuungseekte berüksihtigt werden. Dabei kann das
Einbettmedium im allgemeinem absorbierend sein.
5 Um den Einuÿ von statistishen Eigenshaften von reellen Clustersyste-
men auf deren optishe Eigenshaften zu berüksihtigen, werden Monte-
Carlo Simulationen des Clusterwahstums auf Oberähen durhgeführt.
Dabei ergeben sih die Clusterpositions- und Gröÿenverteilungen, die für
die Probenherstellungsmethode - alternierendes thermishes Aufdampfen -
harakteristish sind, wie der Vergleih mit experimentell erhaltenen TEM-
Aufnahmen zeigt.
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6 Um das Modell zu testen, wird die Methode an Systemen von Silberlustern
in molekularen Matrizen (PTCDI und Fullerit) angewendet. Ein Ver-gleih
von Simulationsergebnissen mit den experimentellen Daten zeigt, daÿ sowohl
der absolute Wert der Extinktion als auh der Spektrumverlauf gut repro-
duziert werden kann. Das inhomogen verbreitete Spektrum eines makroskopis-
hen Clustersystems läÿt sih durh eine Mittelung über Spektren von mehreren
kleineren Aggregaten simulieren.
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